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Abstract: This thesis explores the way that music fandom has changed on sites like
Twitter. It establishes a framework for understanding changes in the relationship between
fan and performer, and introduces the term “dynamic fandom” to describe new

;

possibilities for online fandom. My approach is influenced by Eve Sedgwick's discussion
of paranoid and reparative reading positions, and affect studies more generally. I
demonstrate scholars' tendencies to read the fan/performer relationship in a paranoid way,
and illuminate the problems with this approach. Through discussion of fan/performer
interaction on Twitter, I illustrate the benefits of reading this relationship reparatively. I
synthesize my observations to develop the idea of a fannish feedback loop: a mechanism
with which fans process their affective relationships with performers. With this concept, I
determine that an important difference between dynamic fandom and earlier modes of
fandom resides in a change in fans' affective responses to performers.

Keywords: affect theory; fandom; fans; popular music; paranoid and reparative reading;
Sedgwick; social networking; Twitter
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Introduction
Twitter, the popular micro-blogging network, is changing fandom. The site,
created in 2006 by Jack Dorsey (Strange), is made up of a series of “streams,” all
generated and maintained by individual users. Users can write messages of up to 140
characters, and post them via the Twitter website, text message or a smart phone
application. Subscription to the service is free. Users can “follow” each others' streams,
and can receive updates via any of the aforementioned methods. Though 140 characters
may not seem like a lot of space, many users' tweets together can shape a broader
understanding of what is going on around the world.
Like many users,11 was slow to take to the service. To me, it seemed like a
condensed version of My Space - a site which initially featured mostly self-promoted
artists, but soon devolved into the same slick hype found on any professional promotional
website. As a result, I did not take Twitter particularly seriously - that is, until July 27,
2009. This date found me closing out my first trip to the Hillside Festival in Guelph,
Ontario, taking in the second-last set of the night - that of indie violinist Owen Pallett,
then known by the moniker Final Fantasy. Persistent rain and thunderstorms had hung
over the festival all day, halting performances, affecting equipment, and soaking festival\

'

goers. The evening was relatively calm, until a few songs into Pallett's set. Suddenly, the
wind picked up, the rain began to fall, and lightning could be seen on the horizon.
Despite the storm closing in, and the stagehands' pleas that he stop, Pallett played on. The
wind whipped at his hair and clothes, and the lightning came closer yet - a particularly

1 For a detailed discussion o f early criticism o f Twitter, see Noah Arcenaux and Amy Schmitz Weiss'
“Seems Stupid Until You Try It: Press Coverage o f Twitter, 2006-9.”
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worrying development, given that another stage had been struck earlier in the day.
However, Pallett continued to play through these increasingly treacherous conditions. By
the end of the song, fans were riled into a state of giddy, adrenaline-fueled excitement,
and Pallett himself seemed overcome by a combination of relief and gratitude for the
crowd's appreciation.
: The adrenaline rush triggered by watching this performance was with me for
hours after I left the festival grounds. Upon arriving home, I immediately began
searching the Internet for other accounts of the performance, and for YouTube videos.
Before long, I found video of the event, and also stumbled upon Pallett's Twitter page,
where he had posted his own reactions and a link to the same video of the event. He
wrote, “Hillside 2009! 'Lewis Takes Off His Shirt', torrential rain, I almost get
electrocuted: [YouTube url]” (@owenpallett [a]). I was fascinated by Pallett's tweet, and
some of my own reactions to it. How spectacular to see Pallett acknowledging and
commenting on an event I had also experienced! Further, how amazing to see a performer
not only acknowledging, but promoting a bootlegged fan video of the performance. In my
years of music fandom, I had never conceived of such a sense of connection with a
performer. Pallett's tweets showed little sense of “saving face,” self-consciousness or
label politics. Instead, it seemed that Pallett tweeted observations and thoughts, regardless
of how they would serve his still-budding career.
Pallett's Twitter stream had piqued my curiosity. If this was how Pallett acted
online, how did my other fan objects compare? I began to investigate the Twitter streams
related to my very first music fandom: boybands. Not all boyband members were
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established on the site yet. However, former *NSync member Lance Bass was very active
on Twitter. Bass came across as affable, good-natured and goofy. His stream was littered
with pictures of things he found interesting, funny, or strange, as well as a number of
pictures of himself with friends looking (purposely) silly. Bass' Twitter was another
revelation for me. He presented himself differently than I expected, based on videos and
interviews from *NSync's heyday. At that time, I (and many other fans, if my online
observations can be trusted) thought of Bass as serious, focused, and business-oriented quite the opposite of the joking man who posted pictures of his dog tucked into bed, or
what he was eating for breakfast. (Of course, it is possible that Bass' personality or
outward persona did change somewhat once the dual stress of being closeted and in a
boyband had been lifted.) I was stunned by the level of access and potential connection
offered by Bass' Twitter stream. I couldn't help but think of how different my own fannish
experience would have been if Twitter had existed during the height of my boyband
fandom. It also occurred to me that Twitter wasn't just for somewhat passé former
boyband members, but for all sorts of performers, at all points in their careers. Many
young girls were experiencing their first fandom on Twitter, and were met with open arms
(or at least Blackberrys) by Justin Bieber and the Jonas Brothers. It struck me that this
perceived connection represented a definite shift in the way fans related to performers,
and likely vice versa. It was from this point that my conception of this project developed.
I recognize that this thesis may not take the same form as other, equivalent
projects. My intent here is to capture a moment, and to describe, characterize and
understand it as thoroughly as possible. I am convinced that the shift we are witnessing2
2

r

Bass came out in 2006.
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on Twitter represents a meaningful change in the way that music is sold and distributed,
but more importantly that it is changing the very nature of music fandom; and the way
that performers perceive their audiences and vice versa. With this project, I develop a
new concept - that of dynamic fandom - as a way to explore the interaction between
fandom and technology. I develop a model with which to study dynamic fandom that is
heavily influenced by Silvan Tomkins' and Eve Sedgwick's work on affect theory. Using
Tomkins and Sedgwick, I intervene in the current direction of scholarship on the
fan/performer relationship, and challenge the way that this relationship has been
conceptualized more generally.
My project is uniquely positioned, in that it draws upon a number of disciplines,
including affect studies, stardom studies, fandom studies, and technology studies. Given
that only a handful of scholars have tackled my specific subject area (all of which are
discussed in considerable depth at some point in this thesis), there is not an easy body of
scholarship to draw upon for a full-scale literature review. Conversely, it is also
unfeasible for me to include a full-scale review of the literature of all of the above fields.
Instead, I attempt to characterize some of the key elements of the discourses surrounding
these subject areas, and the way that my project either draws on existing approaches, or
departs from them.
: As might be expected, Twitter itself has not yet inspired a great breadth of
scholarship, A range of “how-to” and reference guides have been published, but there has
not been a sufficient window of timé since Twitter's inception for academic presses to
generate full books devoted to Twitter analysis. However, a few chapters in larger
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anthologies and many journal articles are available. Twitter is still very much an up-andcoming topic, so new articles are being released monthly. The vast majority of these
articles discuss only a few of the many possible perspectives that could be examined.
Many academics are interested in the way that Twitter has been harnessed to change news
reporting, and the way that it is being used to document and effect social change (the
recent uprising in Egypt being an excellent example).3 Others examine the corporate and
marketing opportunities offered by the site.4 However, studies on other Twitter-related
topics are only beginning to emerge. I examine the few articles about celebrities on
Twitter in greater detail in chapters 2 and 3.
My project is heavily influenced by affect studies, particularly Eve Sedgwick's
work on the topic. Affect studies in its current form is a young field, having only reemerged over the past decade, largely as a result of Sedgwick's influence. Affect studies,
as it is deployed here, descends from Silvan Tomkins' theorization of the 9 affects in his
1962 work Affect, Imagery, Consciousness. Over the past few years, Tomkins' ideas have
been taken up by scholars with increasing frequency. However, the emphasis in the
resultant works has largely skewed towards considerations of the negative (as opposed to
positive) affects, and the transmission of such affects (Berlant; Bennett; and Ngai). While
these works have influenced my approach to my topic significantly, l am more interested
in the positive affects, and the way in which discourses are framed by paranoid or
reparative positions.
My approach to this project is also shaped by fan studies. I am very interested in “
3
4

For a sampling o f such work, see Farhi; Morozov; and Ahmad.
Examples o f this branch o f scholarship include Rybalko and Seltzer; Bulearca and Bulearca; and Culnan
et. al.
'
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the way that fans interact with their fan-objects on Twitter, and the way that this
relationship may feel different to fans than previous forms of fan/performer interaction.
First wave fan studies frame my approach, insofar as I work not to pathologize, but to
honour the fan experience. My work can also be recognized to address what Gray,
Sandvoss, and Harrington refer to as “the micro level of fan consumption,” which
explores the “m/rapersonal pleasures and motivations among fans, thus refocusing on the
relationship between fans' selves and their fan objects” (8, emphasis original). This topic
fits into what Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington identify as the third, and contemporary,
\

wave of fan studies, which is interested in “furthering our understanding of how we form
emotional bonds with ourselves and others in a modem, mediated world” (10). They note
that “to study fans is to study many of the key structuring mechanisms by which
contemporary culture and society work” (Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington, 16). My
project sits at the crux of this type of inquiry. By evaluating the fan/performer
relationship, I seek to understand the way that the mechanisms of this relationship are
shifting, and a small comer of contemporary culture along with it.
Forays into celebrity studies complete the foundation of my thesis. Su Holmes and
Sean Redmond write that
Stars and celebrities do matter: they 'house' our dreams and fuel our
fantasies; they address and represent (often implicitly) some of the most
important political issues of the day, and they can give us both ephemeral
and lasting pleasure, even if, in the end, this is a pleasure built on artifice
and the lie of the possible. (11)

7

With this project, I recognize that a shift in the way stars are perceived by their audience
can fundamentally change this relationship. Furthermore, I recognize the possibility that
this change may result in both fan and performer feeling a greater sense of agency in the
way that they communicate. Rather than recognizing the star as an object, my work
suggests the possibility that on Twitter, we might also be able to locate the star as an
individual.
The intersection of technology, celebrity, authenticity and fans is incredibly
important to my work. Though celebrity-fan relationships are reliant on technology, they
are also deeply at odds with some of the implications of intermediation. The vast majority
o f texts discussing stardom, fame, and celebrity note the importance of stars' perceived
authenticity. However, mediation throws such authenticity into question, and can, in
many cases, be understood to distance fans from the “truth” of their fan-objects. The
symbiotic growth of celebrity culture and media technologies ensured that the two were
essentially inseparable throughout the 20th century. However, the more that the two are
intertwined, the more elusive the “truth” of celebrities becomes, and the more
inaccessible they appear. As Chris Rojek notes, celebrities are now reliant on cultural
intermediaries (“agents, publicists, marketing personnel, promoters, photographers,
fitness trainers, wardrobe staff,1cosmetics experts and personal assistants”) to manage
their mediatized personae (10), further removing themselves from the everyday
experiences of their viewers and fans.
The idea of authenticity has rooted itself particularly firmly in music fandoms.
Daniel Cavicchi traces this tendency back to the 19th century, writing that “[wjhen the

/-J
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star system unmoored performers from localities and exaggerated their professional skills
in the 1840s, music lovers sought to understand stars as authentic people with whom they
had an intimate bond” (248). Even before 20th century recording capabilities became
available, fans treasured their musical experiences, and expressed their pleasure “by
attempting to see stars in the street, by making pilgrimages to significant sites, by
performing their favorite pieces on home instruments, by collecting sheet music, and by
meticulously recording descriptions of their listening experiences” (Cavicchi, 248-9). By
the mid-20 century, the value of “authenticity” in popular music had taken a strong hold,
and became one of the most important parameters by which to evaluate popular music.5
Communications and cultural studies scholar P. David Marshall suggests that
recording technologies which allowed for easy reproduction and distribution allowed for
“the possibility of a fundamentally different relationship of the audience to the pleasures
of popular music and their stars” (153). Furthermore, he argues that “[t]he breakdown on
the basis of region became reconstituted in the urban setting in terms of tastes, likes, and
dislikes” (P. Marshall, 153). We can thus begin to recognize the stratification of the music
industry, and the seeds of the distinguishing nature of music fandom taking hold. Several
scholars, Marshall among them, suggest that authenticity is more important to popular
music discourse than to any other type of celebrity formation (e.g. film, television).
Marshall suggests that this is a result of the early inclination to form close affinity
between artist and fan (161). He dates this propensity to the rise of youth cultures in the
1960s, when “[t]he star's cultural power depended on a very close affinity with a specific
i
5

Other parameters by which to evaluate popular music would include composition, song structure, and
instrumental or vocal proficiency.
,
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and loyal audience” (P. Marshall, 161). This required the pop star to “be a virtual member
of his or her own audience in order to sustain his or her influence and authenticity, and
the commitment of the fan” (P. Marshall, 161). Marshall notes that this phenomenon is
demonstrated in the genres of 1960s folk, as well as punk music - genres in which certain
styles of dress and behaviour are shared by audience and performer alike (193). In these
c

♦

situations, performers are expected to both to uphold the established values of the
community, and to serve as trendsetters. Failing to do so (e.g. a folk singer wearing a
leather jacket and motorcycle boots, a punk rocker removing their piercings and donning
an evening gown) may cause their audience to experience some level of cognitive
dissonance, and produce negative reactions.6 However, “felt” rather than “seen” details
are also very important to the contemporary pop performer. As Marshall notes, the
performer's authenticity is judged based on “how he or she expresses the emotionality of
the music and his or her own inner emotions, feelings, and personality and how faithful
the performer is to the intentions of the musical score” (150). This is the type of
(
behaviour that leads psychologist David Giles to make the assertion that “[pjopular
music...has an obsession with the authenticity of self’ (78). Furthermore, he writes that
“[i]t has been said that giving an interview is as much a part of public performance as
singing on stage or boxing in the ring” (Giles, 89). It is this fixation on authenticity in
both craft and presentation in popular music that makes it such an interesting and
important quality to consider. Authenticity is demonstrably an important facet of all types
of celebrity. However, it is particularly important to the discourse surrounding popular

6

It should be noted that this approach does work for some artists. However, it is often accompanied by a
genre change, or extensive discourse about “innovation” and “remaining true to one's artistic vision.”
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music performers, and proves vital to my investigation of the relationship between fans
and performers on Twitter.
At times, the designation of this thesis as a specifically popular music-oriented
project may seem peculiar. While many of the ideas and concepts I develop here are
applicable to other celebrity/fan relationships on Twitter, the musician serves as the most
prescient example of the phenomenon I describe. Since musicians are not performing an
additional level of identity in their work to the same extent as actors (though there are
obvious exceptions to this ), the relationship they foster with fans is often perceived as
more personal. While the film and television industries have experienced negative
repercussions from illegal file sharing sites and programs, they have not suffered to the
same extent as the music industry. Thus, musicians are also uniquely positioned in this
c

sense. Alternative means of reaching and interacting with an audience are of particular
significance, given that major label perks such as widespread ad campaigns, labelorganized media junkets and visual appeal of a physical product (e.g. a CD in a record
store) are no longer as accessible nor as effective as they once were. Thus, the musician
/'
)
stands out as a unique figure on Twitter.
By this point, many readers are probably wondering: how likely is it that
performers maintain their own Twitter streams? I acknowledge that many stars do not,
instead trusting assistants and other personnel with the task (such as Justin Timberlake, as
I discuss in chapter 2). However, I contend that most performers do produce their own
tweets at least some of the time. While it is difficult to say with absolute certainty7
7

The most obvious exceptions would be situations in which a musician takes on a particular
performance persona, such as David Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust, Garth Brooks’ Chris Gaines, or Beyoncé’s
Sasha Fierce.
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whether a given star posts his or her own tweets, there are several details that suggest a
performer who tweets personally. The first indication of a “real” account is the Twitter
verification check mark, located on the performer's page. If this check mark is present, it
means that the profile has been authenticated by the performer, or a representative.
Verified accounts may still be updated by someone other than the performer, but they are
approved by the performer, and/or their agent or label, and thus should be able to be
trusted as accurate sources of information.
From this point, language is an important tell. Posts made in the third person
suggest that an assistant may be tweeting, whereas posts made in the first are more likely
to be made by the performer him- or herself. Spelling and grammar can also suggest the
origin of tweets - performers are more likely to make mistakes or use shorthand (as in “I
will c u 2nite”) whereas assistants may feel compelled to adhere to proper spelling and
grammar. Tweet frequency and content can also be telling. If the performer posts
erratically, with pictures clearly taken on his or her phone, he or she is more likely to be
crafting personal tweets than if post timing is standardized and pictures are clearly staged.
Performers tweeting

other stars, and having lengthy exchanges with other

performers also suggest that the performer is tweeting. Finally, the number of celebrities
who have been publicly recorded tweeting or capturing their own content for their Twitter
feed is not insignificant. Many stars are proud to maintain their own streams, and are
quick to correct naysayers - with evidence, if need be.
In this thesis, I quote a number of tweets by both performers and their fans.
Online content continues to be a gray area for academia, with some question as to
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whether or not web posts require special ethical clearance. I have not requested ethics
approval for this project for two reasons. Firstly, no data included here was collected
from a “protected” Twitter stream - that is, from a user who only allows approved users
to read his or her tweets. All tweets were obtained directly from Twitter, or from the
Twitter archive and search engine site Topsy. Secondly, all public tweets are presently
being processed by the (American) National Library of Congress with the intent of
archiving every public tweet posted to the site (Lohr). Thus, the posts that I analyze
herein are essentially public domain, and are already in the midst of being archived for
research purposes.
Over the course of this project, I use several important, but potentially confusing,
terms which I define here. First, and perhaps most importantly, I must delimit exactly
what I mean when I refer to a fan. I refer to varying levels of investment, from casual
interest to intense devotion, and denote my intended meaning accordingly. However, if a
level is not specifically noted, the reader should understand a fan as any person with an
affective investment in a particular performer. Relatedly, I use the term investment often
here, usually in the sense of affective or emotional investment. When fuse the term, I
intend to evoke a sense of concern or interest in a person, with the implication that a
small part of the investor's self somehow belongs to his or her object of interest. Thus, the
act of investment can serve to help or hurt the investor, depending on the feedback
(positive or negative) he or she receives in this exchange. (I describe this exchange in
greater detail in chapter 4.)
I use a number of other fan-related terms in work, including the suffix fannish.
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This term is gaining popularity in fan studies, but still merits definition here. “Fannish”
can be understood as a descriptive suffix for anything of, or relating to fans. Thus,
fannish love describes love felt by fans, and fannish activity describes a fandom-related
activity performed by a fan. When I refer to fandom, I refer not to participatory fandom,
but to any action or behaviour which pertains to a fannish investment. I also use the term
fan object with relative frequency. This term is unique to my project, and I use it to
describe performers (or other figures) who are the objects of an individual's fannish
interest. Thus, Lady Gaga would be the “fan object” of her “little monsters.”
I also employ the term performer in a specific way. Rather than encompassing
any person involved in the performing arts (e.g. actors, dancers), I use it here as any
musician or band member who has a fan base. Earlier, I alluded to my interest in the
intersection of performance and authenticity. Authenticity is a notoriously loaded term,
and I intend to draw upon that complicated history here. Any use of the word authenticity
purposely references the complex discourse surrounding this term. Authenticity is, of
course, a construction - but it is a useful construction that figures prominently in
everyday social interaction. Rather than drawing on any one marker of authenticity, I
instead refer to all of the meaning implicit in gesturing towards a sense of undefinable
“realness.” .

?

My primary goal with this project is to examine and theorize the affective
implications of the fan/performer relationship on Twitter. Specifically, I seek to learn if
and how this relationship has changed, and if so, what impact these changes might have
on fans, performers, and the way music is understood. However, before I can move onto
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these topics, I must first establish some parameters of what “old” fandom entailed (and
entails), and exactly how fandom now functions on Twitter. I examine these issues in my
first chapter, “Technology and Dynamic Fandom.” In this chapter, I address these topics,
alongside a general review of Twitter's functionality. I also introduce a new concept: that
of “dynamic fandom.” Dynamic fandom is a term I develop to encompass the differences
between digital fandom (and fandom on Twitter specifically) and other types of fandom. I
explore offline fandom past and present, as well as early online fandom. I compare these
two modes to web 2.0 fandom, and apply my observations in order to distinguish
i

dynamic fandom from them. This exploration of dynamic fandom will ultimately prepare
the reader for my analysis in succeeding chapters, and will help to illustrate the
fan/performer relationship that serves as the crux of my work.
In my second chapter, “Fans, Performers and Paranoid Readings,” I begin to
incorporate Eve Sedgwick's concepts of paranoid and reparative readings. In this chapter,
I examine the various contributing elements of the fan/performer relationship, both onand offline. I establish the paranoia implicit in much work discussing this relationship,
and demonstrate the need for a different approach.
In chapter 3, “Resisting Strong Theory and Reading Reparatively,” I challenge
many of the perspectives described in chapter 2 . 1 demonstrate some of the pitfalls of
paranoid reading, and highlight some ways to correct paranoid tendencies. In this chapter,
I argue that the fan/performer relationship is fundamentally changing on Twitter. I use
many examples to draw out the extent of this shift, and to illustrate why it is an important
object of study.

■■

.

~

My fourth - and concluding - chapter, “Affective Feedback Loops and
Concluding Thoughts,” examines another affective approach to understanding fandom.
Synthesizing my observations from earlier chapters, I develop the idea of a fannish
feedback loop: the mechanism with which fans process their affective relationship with
their fan objects. I argue that one of the primary differences between dynamic fandom
and earlier modes of fandom manifests in the way that the feedback loop functions.
Finally, I discuss the impact and importance of a more nuanced understanding of the
fan/performer relationship, and make some suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 1: Technology and Dynamic Fandom
Only a few moments looking at performers' Twitter pages will confirm to any
observer that fans' experience of their fan objects has changed drastically as a result of
the service. With this chapter, I characterize the difference between old fandom and new,
and develop a new term to describe fandom on social network sites specifically dynamic fandom. While the characteristics and ramifications of dynamic fandom extend
well beyond Twitter, Twitter's features and overall structure serve as an important starting
point for understanding what dynamic fandom is and how it works. One of the most
important elements of dynamic fandom is its customizability, which is directly fostered
by Twitter's interface. Twitter is an inherently flexible service, which makes it easy to
“follow” the streams of interesting celebrities8, personal friends, businesses and
organizations. Unlike other sites, Twitter does not revolve around specific communities.
Instead, it is a customizable tool that, at least in appearance, revolves around the user.9
Up to this point, Internet fandom has often required users to make explicit decisions
about their fannish investment, or at the very least has required them to fragment their
online identities in order to accommodate their various fandoms. This tendency is based
on the early development of Internet fan sites, which were, in turn, based on common
perceptions of offline fan behaviours. In offline fandom, a combination of social norms
and time restraints often limits fans to one primary fan object (e.g. one show, one band).

8

9

While they are not my primary focus here, I should note that the concept o f “celebrity” is somewhat
malleable on Twitter. Increasingly, so-called “regular” people are gaining prominence on a number o f
social media sites. For more, see Sean Redmond's chapter “Intimate Fame Everywhere” and Matt Hills'
“Not Just Another Powerless Elite?: When Media Fans Become Subcultural Celebrities”.
Interestingly, this format blurs the line between producer and consumer - on Twitter, almost all users
(including high-profile users) are both.
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The push towards a single fan object limit is exemplified in music “scenes” and
subcultures. Invested participants in any of the well-developed music subcultures of the
past 50 years (including jazz, punk and rave, among many others) have been expected to
commit to their subculture in order to be recognized as “authentic” participants. As
sociologist Sarah Thornton notes, “[c]lub cultures are faddish, fragmented and heavily
dependent on people 'being in the know' - on being 'hip,' 'cool,' or 'happening'” (184).
Thus, participation in more than one subculture has been discouraged. However, there are
similar expectations of other types of fans as well. For example, fan “markers” are often
used exclusively to define an individual's musical tastes. Such markers include terms like
“Parrot Head” (fan of Jimmy Buffett), “Dead-head” (fan of the Grateful Dead) and
“Belieber” (fan of Justin Bieber). These types of terms also extend to other forms of
media, inspiring labels such as “Trekkies” (fans of the Star Trek franchise) and
“Twihards” (fans of the Twilight franchise). It is important to note that these terms are not
always claimed by the fans, and are as often as not applied in a critical context, often by
the media. Teen girls are most frequently the subject of “marking” jeers. Some fans will
identify themselves as Twihards and Beliebers, but others will shy from these titles which essentially amount to specialized iterations of the term “teenybopper.” Fans
conscious of this equivalence may try to distance themselves from the inauthenticity and
naivete implied by these terms, not to mention the firmly established history of
pathologization of such fans (Jensen).10
Social expectations often limit the extent to which one's fandom can be
understood in a multi-faceted way. An individual can have one fan interest and be
10 See chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion o f fan pathologization.
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perceived as somewhat eccentric, but it seems that even social forces outside of a
particular subculture or fan group exert control over the individual fan. Indeed, one rarely
hears of a person described as both a Parrothead and a Deadhead11- one fan title is
generally understood to be the limit.

Thus, fans are often forced to choose a “primary”

fan text to represent them, or face additional stigma from from friends and family presumably “normal” or “good” media consumers. Joli Jensen's “Fandom as Pathology”
is useful here as well, particularly in her identification of class and outward affect as
important indicators of “good” fan behaviour. She writes that “[ujnemotional, detached,
%

'cool' behavior is seen as more worthy and admirable than emotional, passionate, 'hot'
behavior” (Jensen, 20). “Good” fandom is also often linked to gender (Huyssen; Straw;
and Coates).
Identifying as a fan of almost anything opens one up to a certain level o f potential
shame - to complicate this with additional fan objects simultaneously calls into question
the extent to which one is a “true” fan; and also adds an additional level of stigma.
Having even a single fan object is often seen as evidence of a lacking social life (Jensen,
16-8). Socially speaking, additional fan objects essentially serve as confirmation of this
hypothesis. However, there is a grain of truth to this all-too-common type of ridicule. In
the past, technology, lifestyle and income have limited the extent to which individuals
can enjoy and emotionally invest in their fan objects. Often, fans had to send away to
subscribe to fan clubs that provided news and information about their favourite stars.
11 This pairing o f interests is admittedly unlikely, but not impossible, and is included only to exemplify the
phenomenon I describe.
1
Sometimes this will only apply to individual media sources, such that one person could be a devoted
fan o f both a musician and a television show. However, usually individuals are only recognized to be
“fanatic” about one thing.
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Furthermore, in radio-centric decades past, the number of potential musical fan-objects
was limited to what was being played on the radio, unless the fan subscribed to
specialized publications (which would also require time to read, and money to purchase),
or attended many small-venue shows (which, again, required considerable investments of
time and money). As a result, “top bands” were very popular, and were able to charge
premium prices for their tickets, thus requiring considerable monetary investment by
fans. ;
The act of listening to popular music also required a greater time investment prior
to the advent of the Walkman and Discman. It was not something that one could do “on
the go” - rather, it required the fan to sit in their home and process the music. Participants
in the subcultures mentioned above would have an additional tax on their time, given the
fact that “legitimate” subcultural involvement requires an almost complete lifestyle
investment (Thornton). Thus, we can come to understand the way in which people with
more than one fannish investment could be understood to have “no life” - the act of being
significantly invested in more than one fan object could have been quite difficult to
manage even 35 years ago. Since the invention o f the Walkman, and even the car 8-track
player before that, it has become possible to enjoy one's musical fan objects in a more
flexible, easily attainable way. However, when the Internet came into popular use, its fan
sites were primarily predicated on the idea of individuals having one primary fan object,
and communities based solely on one musician or band. Early search engines such as
Yahoo! were often organized by interest categories, which were accordingly divided into
subcategories. Generally, these trees would eventually lead to individual fan sites, with
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varying amounts of information, often including pictures, biographical information,
rumours and tour dates. This early structure of the online fan community framed the
subsequent growth of fandom online. Many message boards, blogs and journal
communities continue to revolve around one fan object, with the expectation that they are
largely populated by people for whom that one person or text is their primary fannish
interest.

,

Fan studies scholar Matt Hills notes the issues with existing fan research particularly online - writing th a t:
%

Fan ethnographies have focused on fans of single texts or narrow
intertextual networks, treating these fans as naturally-occurring (and
spectacular) communities. This tends to close down the investigation of
how we may, as subjects, negotiate our way through multiple fandoms of
varying intensities at different times.” {Fan Cultures, 89)
Indeed, Hills is suggesting that these early ideas of fandom have even affected the way in
which academia understands these communities, despite the fact that they do not
necessarily resemble the actual practices of fans. In an effort to avoid the common
misstep Hill describes, we must work to understand fandoms and the way that they are
enabled by technology in as much detail as possible.
Twitter is by no means the first technology to cater to a socially perceived need
for customizability and digital tailoring.

The term “web 2.0” refers to both an era and an

approach to web services, which is arguably still quite pervasive as of this writing. The13
13 This phenomenon is widespread in Western culture, and can be at least partly attributed to nichemarketing which produces multiple competing products for any given need or interest, with the intent o f
appealing to a customer's desire to set themselves apart. I discuss this issue in more detail in chapter 2.
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aforementioned era of fan sites and search engine directories is now considered to be
“web 1.0.” The term web 1.0 is generally understood to imply a direct and informationfocused approach to web design. In the era of web 1.0, information was provided by site
designers to site viewers, thus creating a well-defined divide (and hierarchy) between
creator and user. Rudimentary social tools began to take hold, in the form of chat rooms,
message boards, electronic mailing lists and Usenet groups. As with the rest of web 1.0,
these forums were generally organized by topic hierarchies, and were very specific in
their focus.

. '

Gradually, web 2.0 changed the focus and functionality of the Internet. Users
became producers, as new sites enabled users to create their own content without
specialized technical knowledge. These new technologies included sites like LiveJoumal
and Blogger14, which allow users to make their own online journals. These sites offer
much the same functionality as traditional websites, but are much easier to set up, and
are provided free of charge. Existing fan communities and new fans began to adopt these
technologies. However, as I mentioned previously, these new technologies still took many
organizational cues from web 1.0, and widely held social perceptions of fans as a
homogeneous group. For example, the community functions on these sites are generally
focused on one particular thing. The “norms” of each site are slightly different, but some
“how to blog” guides (Busson) go so far as to discourage bloggers from focusing on more
than one topic in order to gain a following. Individual blogs participating as part of a
larger community may also find that they lose readers as a result of diverging from the
subject of the community too frequently. Indeed, these sites do allow for a greater
14

Both founded in 1999.
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possibility for customizability. However, they still possess structures and customs that
discourage vocal fandom for multiple fan objects.
Web 2.0 also brought about a new wave of music-specific community building
technologies. MySpace is likely the most influential of these sites. It served as a
predecessor to Facebook, insofar as each user has a profile page, can “friend” other users,
and has a comment space in which other users can leave messages —all for free. While
MySpace is still functioning today in much the same way as it was when it was launched,
Facebook has taken over as the dominant site for everyday social networking
(Schonfeld). MySpace's often gaudy graphics, clunky interface and reputation as a youth
site all detracted from its ability to achieve lasting popularity. However, in addition to its
considerable favour with teens, MySpace found its niche with musicians. The site offers a
special profile layout for bands and musicians, which allows them to upload their own
songs to be shared with other users and the rest of the Internet at large. Videos, tour dates,
influences, news and blog entries can also be shared through the band profile layout.
Again, all of these services are offered free of charge, making the site a particularly
attractive option for unestablished, unsigned groups.
MySpace is the most obvious start to the era of musicians relating to their fans in
an online forum. The site rose to popularity as a result of the many independent bands
and musicians who chose it over professional websites. Furthermore, many independent
artists became famous and were able to gain record deals as a result of their popularity on
MySpace.15 In many cases, it was clear that the bands themselves were maintaining their
MySpace pages - unsigned bands did not have the money or resources to hire anyone to
15 Examples include Lily Allen, Sean Kingston and Colbie Caillat.
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perform such tasks. Thus, being “friended” by a band or musician often took on a
personal touch. Furthermore, bands would occasionally answer comments posted on their
profile page directly, by posting back on the wall of thè user asking the question.
MySpace was one of the first widely adopted technologies to allow musicians to share
their own thoughts in a somewhat standardized way, through the site's blog option.
Essentially, MySpace allowed users to get a sense of “closeness” with the bands and
musicians they befriended on the site.
O f course, MySpace was not perfect, and became more visibly flawed the more
popular it became. Record companies soon caught on to the free and easy publicity
MySpace offered, and made profiles for all of their acts accordingly. Thus, the credibility
of accounts was thrown into question. Major label (and even some indie label) MySpace
pages often take on the appearance of glossy advertisements as opposed to the
personalized and quirky profiles to which fans had become accustomed. Furthermore,
MySpace has never implemented any kind of verification process, so imposters of big
name celebrities run rampant. Despite a drastic decline in popularity (from nearly 80
million hits per month in 2008 to under 40 million in 2011),16178MySpace remains notable
in that its monthly traffic still hovers around the same level as sites like Twitter and
Tumblr (Lipsman).
Last.fm

is another music site that has emerged as a part of web 2.0.

Last.fm

16 MySpace was recently sold for $35 million USD - far less than the $12 billion USD at which it was
valued 4 years ago (Rushe).
17 Launched in 2002.
18 Launch and Pandora have offered similar services. Neither service is currently available in Canada, and
thus cannot be adequately compared to lastfni. However, Pandora offers many o f the same features as
last.fm in terms o f customizability and flexibility. Launch used to offer a similar service, but has in
recent years transitioned to pre-programmed stations only.
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offers more flexible customizability than other sites, and encourages users to find new
musical interests as opposed to sticking to old ones. Communities and “musical
neighbours” are established as a result of shared musical tastes. These formations
encourage users to share their musical interests with one another, and to give new artists a
try. However, customizability aside, last.fm lacks the sense of connection with artists that
MySpace possessed (and still possesses, in some instances). The site does offer a portal
for artists and record labels. However, the information requested of musicians is
standardized to the point that it is difficult, if not impossible, to inject a personal touch.
Last.fm's communication tools are limited, which also makes it difficult for artists to
participate on the site in any particularly meaningful way. Thus, we can recognize
MySpace and last.fm as diametrically opposed approaches to the same topic, with widely
varying service offerings. Where MySpace offers the beginnings of technologicallyenabled affective bonds, last.fm allows a means of flexible music expression and
enjoyment that does not require users to choose a “primary” interest. In many ways, the
dynamic fandom that emerges on Twitter constitutes a combination of the offerings of
last.fm and MySpace. Last.fm's flexibility and MySpace's sense of fan/fan-object
connection are both traits that emerge as central elements of music fandom on Twitter.
As this history establishes, dynamic fandom is a specifically technologicallyenabled phenomenon. Its influence can be felt and observed in “real life” enactments of
fandom, but it emerges digitally. The two essential elements of dynamic fandom
established thus far - flexibility and (perceived) closeness - are attainable only virtually.
Real life fan participation - particularly that which revolves around “scenes” and
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subcultures - does not offer the same level of flexibility or customization that one can
achieve online. An individual may find it easier to express his or her interests online than
in person, given the social risk of expressing interest in something that does not align
with a social group's identity.
A sense o f closeness with a band or musician may be achieved offline, but such .
instances are rare. When fans meet performers, either by chance or at an arranged event,
there is often a sense that they are interacting with that performer's persona, as opposed
to a genuine person. A virtual presence allows many performers to transcend that sense,
and to achieve a (perceived) level of realness through their posts and updates. Since the
performer is not explicitly in the position of meeting new people, he or she is more prone
to treating his or her online presence as a dialogue. Indeed, in many cases the performers
are in direct dialogue with individual fans, or the voice of their fans more generally.191
examine the specificities of this relationship in a later chapter. At this point, it is only
necessary to note the fact that the perceived intimacy so vital to dynamic fandom can
only be achieved through the use of digital technologies.
While considerations of MySpace and last.fm have helped us to establish the
general environment of web 2.0, and the foundational elements of dynamic fandom, we
must now move on to a discussion of Twitter, dynamic fandom's most fertile virtual
grounds. I explore the extent to which intimacy and customizability can thrive on Twitter,
and also address the ways in which Twitter differs from other sites and technologies,
particularly in terms of the way community and identity function on the site.
19 While some celebrities on Twitter have “ghost-Twitterers” (Cohen), many others - potentially even a
majority - write and post at least some o f their own content (Marwick and boyd, “Celebrity Practice,”
143).
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The most substantial differences between Twitter and other music-related web 2.0
sites have to do with user identity and community building. While web 2.0 technologies
are generally known for their user-friendliness and easy set up, Twitter requires even less
initial investment on the part of the user than most similar sites. There are only three
profile fields for a new user to fill out, all of them optional. Users may upload a picture or
avatar, but again, are not required to do so. From this point, users can begin writing their
own tweets, which appear on their Twitter “streams,” and can find friends and celebrities
to “follow.” Gn other sites, a poorly filled out profile may be indicative of a hot, troll or
sock account , and may cause concern or a lack of respect from the community. Since
there is so little information to provide or omit on Twitter, the profile is much less a point
of concern. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, “community concern” is a less
pressing matter on Twitter. On other sites, the opinions of other users, and the way in
which other users perceive an individual's profile or journal, is important to the way in
which that person is recognized and accepted into the community. As with other
subcultures and scenes, there is something of an “authentication process,” in which a new
user's investment is judged. Trolls, hots and sock profiles will quickly be dismissed, and
often shunned, by their surrounding communities. Community formation on Twitter is
much more amorphous than on any other site. Because there is so little user “buy-in”
required, users are judged more by the content they generate than anything else. Twitter's
“trending” function further supports this pattern, in that it does not judge the quality of 20

20 An account created by an existing user to allow them to post unpopular opinions or to flame enemies
without tarnishing the reputation o f their existing username. Since these profiles are even more
decisively anonymous than those created for standard accounts, sock journals are generally considered
to be disingenuous and untrustworthy.
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the user contributing to a trend, it simply seeds the data together. The same is true of
users employing Twitter as a search engine: if they search for “#new york #snowstorm,”
the system will return all pertinent results, without attention to which tweets were made
by the most popular or “authentic” users. The ReTweet (RT) effect will sometimes skew
results of searches like these. Users “retweet” information that they find amusing,
accurate or important, and these tweets are then prioritized over others. Often, an item
will be more heavily retweeted if it is posted by a user with a higli number of followers.
However, there is nothing to keep unknown and low-profile users from being re-tweeted.
Indeed, this is a frequent occurrence on the site, and one of the primary ways in which an
unknown or new user can gain followers.
This lack of judgment of a user's “authenticity”

contributes to the extent to

which Twitter-users can potentially connect with their fan-objects. Posts directed “@” a
performer have essentially the same likelihood of being seen by the performer regardless
ofhow popular, well-followed or invested in Twitter that user is.

The success of each

individual comment or question directed at any given performer varies wildly, but it is
important to note that there is no widespread hierarchical mechanism in place to prioritize
certain fans over others.
Relative anonymity and considerable autonomy are both important elements of
dynamic fandom, and also mark the primary difference between dynamic fandom and21

21 I must note that this has more to do with the user's profile. A user's tweets are generally expected to
depict a coherent, real identity.
22 The two obvious exceptions to this claim are first, those users that the performer him or herself
“follows” on the site - meaning the posts that would show up on his or her home page. Secondly, users
who form campaigns to get noticed by a certain performer (e.g. enlisting their friends to retweet their
. status directed at a performer to raise its popularity.) For obvious reasons, the first relationship is '
generally more successful.
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participatory fandom. As I implied previously, participatory fandom

requires a certain

level of investment and credibility, generally accumulated under a pseudonym or screen
name. Maintaining a good reputation within the community, and establishing a rapport
with other members is essential in participatory fandom. Few people come to
participatory fandom to post their thoughts and works for their own benefit - it is the
feedback and sense of connection that makes their investment worthwhile. As a result,
participatory fandom is able to exert a certain amount of influence over its members in
terms of acceptable community behaviour. Any members of the community found
violating the (implicit or explicit) rules of the community may be blacklisted, defriended
or deemed a “bad fan” by the community at large.
“Bad” fan practices often involve fans sharing information with or asking
questions of performers and producers which are perceived to reflect badly upon their
community. Such questions include inquiries about personal lives, as well as questions
and comments that expose the very existence and activities of participatory fandom.
Many types of fan works exist in a liminal space of questionable legality, to which most
members of the entertainment industry are willing to turn a blind eye.2324 However,
bringing up these topics at fan conventions, on message boards that
writers/performers/producers/managers frequent, or even giving fan-works or fan-work
web addresses to these individuals makes their existence difficult to, ignore. Furthermore,
many individuals engaged in participatory fandom carry a certain amount of shame
23 Fandom enacted on community-oriented sites such as LiveJoumal, and often oriented around discussing
fan-objects and creating fan-art, fan-fiction and filk.
24 The Organization for Transformative Works, a fan-run activist group, shares their perspective on the
matter here: http://transformativeworks.org/faq/legal. They recognize fanworks as “fair use,” but they
acknowledge that other parties may not share the same pro-fan interpretation o f the law.
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pertaining to their fan works, which are only inflamed by drawing unwanted attention to
their works. Long-time, cautious members of participatory fandoms are aware of the
risks implicit in speaking too freely, or actively attempting to inform fan-objects about
their own fan communities. However, new, careless, or un-reflexive members of the
fandom may not be so careful with their words and comments.
According to my observations, Twitter is peculiar in that it is made up both of
veteran Internet users (many of them involved in some form of participatory fandom),
and casual, inexperienced users. By maintaining their screen names or personas, or
linking together their Twitter and LiveJoumal/BlogSpot/Dreamwidth accounts, users
effectively extend the eye of their participatory fandom community to their Twitter
identity, and thus must expect to be held accountable for their comments on the site.
However, Twitter has also experienced a considerable influx o f new, non-participatory
fandom users. Additionally, individuals sometimes align their Twitter accounts with their
“real” names and identities as opposed to their screen names, or have separate accounts
for both. Again, this means that the individual's Twitter persona is not necessarily linked
to his or her fandom participation.
Twitter can thus be recognized as a particularly heterogeneous site, serving
members of a variety of backgrounds, experiences and affiliations. However, it is the
heterogeneity o f the fan relationships on Twitter that is most relevant to this discussion.
While Twitter does allow individuals to create pseudo-communities amongst themselves,
these communities are more porous, more flexible, and harder to police than communities
on other sites. On Twitter, communities are not organized by any main hubs. Instead,
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users are the central points of individual communities they construct around themselves
and their own interests. As a result, all users have unique relationships with Twitter, as
well as unique individual relationships with the users they follow. In many cases, then,
users are able to forge their own (real or imagined) relationships with their fan-objects,
without the mediation of the more strictly enforced communities on other sites. These
relationships take on a greater degree of complexity and variety when we factor in the
range of fans that use the site. A fan who has had experience in online fandom will have a
much different perceived relationship with his or her fan-objects than a fan whose only
relationship has been played out mentally or in offline social settings. Twitter allows for
autonomous, anonymous fandom, with investment levels and interaction levels
determined by each individual fan, but with an apparent, direct connection to the fan
object.
I explore the pros andxons of this extra layer of individualization on Twitter in a
later chapter. However, I must note at this point the extent to which this feature can serve
to introduce tumult into existing fan communities. Whereas existing fan communities
often have established codes of conduct, both in terms of acknowledging the community's
very existence in public places, and in terms of contact with fan-objects, new fans have
no such codes. Indeed, for many Twitter users, this is their first experience with relating
to fan-objects virtually, and, in some cases, their first experience expressing themselves
in a public, virtual, coherent way. While entry into a digital space like Twitter can be
exciting for these new users, it also means an influx of individuals adapting to this
interface who have not given much thought to established digital norms. As a result, they
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stand to potentially embarrass existing fan communities through exposure, and also to
taint the reputations of other fans of a certain fan-object by violating unspoken rules of
etiquette.25
This issue of new virtual fans and established virtual fan communities points to
another important element of dynamic fandom: that of learned behaviours and
transference. While dynamic fandom does introduce a new era of online fandom, it does
not mark the beginning of fannish behaviours, either virtual or physical. Thus, we must
come to terms with the roots o f dynamic fandom, and the fact that many of the
behaviours enacted on Twitter are actually continuations of learned fan behaviour from
other user experiences. For instance, fans o f the Jonas Brothers may bring learned ideas
of relating to the Jonas Brothers offline or in private to Twitter (e.g. with a focus on
[preferably romantic] connection with the band, attaining autographs/acknowledgment,
being generally excitable), just as indie fans may transfer their own learned ideas about
fandom online (e.g. distanced appreciation, lack of emphatic enthusiasm). Such
behavioural influences may also come from attachment formed from magazines or
television, or behaviours described in these sources.
These differing modes of fandom make for a significant range of fan relations on
Twitter. Overall, Twitter fosters a general sense of intimacy between fan and fan object.
This is rooted in the fact that the site can act as something of an equalizer. All Twitter
users are working with the same portal on the same website, and the same smartphone

25 A good example o f one such rule (though it is not by any means universal) would be not to comment
on, ask about, or speak disrespectfully about a performer's significant other.
.
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applications which enable further immersion.

There is no “advanced” Twitter, nor are

there special options for celebrities using the site. Indeed, by using the site, celebrities
imply that they are on the same level as their followers, partaking in the same mundane
tasks and struggling to navigate new technologies just like everyone else. While some
big-name celebrities have publicists and other staff to update their Twitter accounts, many
others participate themselves, and make it very clear that they are responsible for their
own accounts, by way of online videos, interview statements, or even tweeting on live
television. The fact that famous Twitter users have bought into the same culture of
technology, sharing and distraction as millions of other everyday users further establishes
a sense of intimacy. Fans get the sense from celebrity Twitter accounts that they are
receiving insights into those celebrities' lives. Like average Twitter users, celebrities often
tweet about mundane details of their everyday lives: getting a coffee, standing next to a
celebrity in line at McDonalds, washing their dog. This gives their followers a sense that
they “know” these celebrities. This feeling is intensified by the fact that oftentimes, the
updates of famous people will appear alongside those of people that Twitter users know
offline. Thus, Lady Gaga's latest update may be bookended on a user's Twitter feed by
updates from their friends Susie and Bob. This immersion further strengthens the sense
that one's relationship with a star is similar to that of a close friend.

0*7

This shift in the way that fans experience their fan-objects' thoughts relates
interestingly to the concept of parasociality. Parasociality has long been explored as a
means of understanding the bond between fans and their fan-objects, be they fictional267
26 Interestingly, Twitter also logs the application used or source of each tweet, further strengthening the
sense o f “everydayness” o f fan-objects using Twitter.
27 I will explore and expand upon the mechanics o f this relationship in the following chapter.
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characters, or real people. It is another valuable implement that we can use to better
understand the way in which technology mediates and intensifies the fan experience.
David Giles outlines the history of parasociality as follows:
The term'para-social interaction'was coined in an article in the journal
Psychiatry back in the 1950s. The authors argued that media consumers
form relationships with media characters, albeit unilateral relationships,
that affect us in ways that resemble any other relationship with a person.
[The viewers] 'know' such a persona in somewhat the same way they know
their chosen friends; through direct observation and interpretation of his
appearance, his gestures and voice, his conversation and conduct in a
variety of situations. (62)
The category of “media character” Giles refers to here is now often expanded from
fictional characters on television to include the actors who portray them, as well as a
multitude of other mediatized personalities and figures, including musicians. Thus, it
becomes possible to form parasocial relationships with almost any person, category or
entity. Indeed, new scholarship works to broaden the category even more - a recent
article examines the possibility of recognizing websites (online shopping sites
specifically) as a basis for the formation of a parasocial relationship (Kumar and
Benbasat). Fans reading the tweets of their fan-objects alongside posts made by friends or
family confuses the parasocial relationship. Gradually, the relationship may change from
feeling like a parasocial relationship to feeling like a social relationship, experienced
alongside other social relationships.
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This blending of social and parasocial relationships is important to the sense of
intimacy fostered by dynamic fandom. However, it is not solely the presence of the
consistent, personal updates from fan-objects that creates the foundation of dynamic
fandom. Rather, it is the combination of the quality of closeness, combined with the
awareness of the possibility that the barrier between fan and fan object may be breached
at any time. As I mentioned previously, Twitter serves as an equalizing platform. There is
no designated “celebrity safe space,” nor are there guards in place to keep “normal”
people from contacting celebrities. While some celebrities use Twitter solely for careerrelated announcements - new films, albums, tour dates - many more use the site more
immersively, providing details about their lives, and making comments or taking part in
conversations about current events. These immersive Twitter users are generally more
prone to participating in conversations with non-celebrities, and to answering fan
questions. These conversations take on a new complexity when we consider the fact that
fan-objects may not be (or may not know that they are) interacting with their own fans at
all. The Twitter environment thrives on users responding to tweets, retweeting interesting
or relevant tweets, and generally interacting with one another. By responding to questions
and participating in conversations, fan-objects are essentially just participating
“correctly” within the forum, once again underscoring the “everydayness” of some of
these exchanges.
It is this possibility of actual (albeit virtual) connection that removes the Twitter
relationship between fan and fan-object from the realm of the parasocial. The potential
for digital interaction offers a level of initimacy and connection that separates Twitter
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from other sites, and dynamic fandom from other types of fandom. The perceived
closeness offered by Twitter is where the real change is occurring in music fandom, and is
exemplary of the reasons that studying dynamic fandom is so important.
All enactments and experiences of dynamic fandom are different. As I mentioned
previously, dynamic fandom is often enacted as a continuation of a more ingrained life
long experience of fandom. Thus, fans may use Twitter to interact with and relate to their
fan-objects in wildly different ways. This, in turn, may influence the way in which fanobjects employ Twitter and relate to their fans. Many fans recognize the intimacy offered
by Twitter as an opportunity to achieve the same sorts of goals that they might were they
to meet their fan-object in person. For instance, some fans attempt to “collect” digital
traces of their favourite performers, by asking them questions, asking them to retweet one
of the fan's posts, or even requesting a mention on the performer's Twitter. Yet other fans
attempt to present themselves as “normally” as possible, in hopes of coming across as
peers, not as fans. Other fans retweet all posts by their favourite celebrity, seemingly
hoping to appear as loyal as possible. Thus, even the intimacy level and perception of
Twitter is customizable. Furthermore, fan interaction and a fan-object's understanding of
his or her fan base can come to affect the way in which they comport themselves and
relate to others on Twitter.
Dynamic fandom exists as an awkward tension between near and far, and
intimacy and alienation. Fan-object participation on the site makes performers seem
within the grasp of fans - certainly within the same proximity as their personal friends
and colleagues on social networking sites. This expectation can inspire a complex -
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response in fans, particularly when it is either confirmed or denied. Dynamic fandom is a
phenomenon which relates strongly to affective engagement, and deeply impacts the way
that fandom is felt and experienced by both fan and fan-object. It is this fragile, evolving,
affective nexus of experience that I intend to investigate over the course of this project.
While I have primarily been discussing the specificities of Twitter up to this point,
dynamic fandom should not be understood to be limited to this one site. Twitter has
provided fertile grounds for the development of a new type of fan experience which
began to grow on sites like the aforementioned MySpace and last.fm: The expectation of
dynamic fandom on Twitter has become rooted in the lives of many users - both fans and
fan objects —who now introduce the tendencies of dynamic fandom to other online
forums. Additionally, many pre-Twitter sites of dynamic fandom have become further
intensified and more deeply rooted in combination with Twitter.
As I established previously, MySpace served as a developmental locus of dynamic
fandom. The site's popularity has declined steadily over the past few years (as evidenced
by its recent sale by News Corp. for a fraction of its purchase price [Rushe]), but it
continues to offer interactivity for some users and their fan-objects by way of its blog
feature. However, MySpace pages are increasingly maintained by record label and PR
personnel whenever possible. Furthermore, many MySpace profiles are now linked to
performers' Twitter streams, suggesting that Twitter has overtaken much of the up-to-theminute functionality of MySpace. Facebook, the site many consider to be MySpace's
successor, has fostered some echoes of dynamic fandom, though it largely just serves to
mirror celebrity Twitter feeds. Many fan-objects now have “fan-pages” on Facebook,
r
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which are usually tied directly to that user's Twitter account. This extends the reach of
Twitter, and may also inspire fans to join Twitter if they have not already done so.
However, some performers have active Facebook accounts alongside their Twitter,
meaning that they participate actively on both sites. Some artists have their profiles set up
so that their fans can add them as “friends,” as opposed to merely becoming “fans.” The
“friend” designation on Facebook means that fans can write on the “wall” of the fanobject. However, the designation also works in reverse: celebrities can see the status
updates of their “friends,” and can participate in conversations to which they would not
otherwise have access. These are certainly instances of dynamic fandom, though the
number of performers using Facebook in a “dynamic” way is far less than those using
Twitter in such a fashion.
Occasionally, fan-objects will make accounts for themselves on message board
and blog communities, introducing a sense of dynamic interactivity. Message boards and
blog communities occasionally offer dynamic interactivity, in scenarios in which the fanobject makes an account for herself. This is fairly rare, and also difficult to verify,
meaning that such attempts are met with mixed results. This approach is most popular
with small, independent bands, or bands that began with a grassroots following. Tumblr is
another longer-format mode of the communication between fan and fan-object. Singersongwriter John Mayer notably attempted to pioneer celebrity use of the site, but was met
with some resistance , and ultimately stopped using both Twitter and Tumblr (Schroeder;
Mayer). At this point, Tumblr has not taken off with the celebrity crowd to the same28

28 Many o f Mayer’s Twitter followers were displeased with the expectation that they change platforms
solely to read Mayer’s content.
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extent as Twitter.
Gradually, the Internet has fundamentally changed the way that individuals
experience and enact their fandom. While dynamic fandom has by no means overtaken
other modes of fandom (indeed, it is possible to practice more than one type
simultaneously), it is changing what fans expect of their fan objects, and vice versa.
Dynamic fandom introduces a change in the relationship between fan and performer, and
opens up new avenues of communication. With this chapter, I have illuminated the most
important implications of a shift to dynamic fandom, namely in terms of intimacy,
flexibility, and customizability, both in terms of user experience, and affective
investment. In the following chapters, I use the concept of dynamic fandom to develop
some ideas of the way that online fandom is, and could be understood. I argue that
dynamic fandom introduces a fundamental change in the affective experience of fans and
performers, and demonstrate the benefits of examining this possibility seriously.
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Chapter 2: Fans, Performers and Paranoid Readings
Introduction: An Affective Project
This chapter and the one following discuss dynamic fandom through the lens of
Eve Sedgwick's concepts of paranoid and reparative reading. With this chapter, I
characterize the existing discourse surrounding fans, performers and Twitter, and
establish the extent to which this discourse operates in a way that we might recognize as
paranoid. I work to illuminate the assumptions that some scholarly and journalistic work
take as precepts, and in so doing demonstrate the necessity of revisiting some popular
ideas about the fan/performer relationship. I attempt to locate and understand some of the
prominent paranoid positions surrounding this relationship. This work sets the stage for
my third chapter, which advocates for a reparative, nuanced reading of this same
relationship.
Sedgwick explored the idea of paranoid reading in her foundational book
Touching Feeling. Synthesizing the work of a number of psychoananalytic scholars,
Sedgwick characterizes the paranoid position, and the implications of using it as a
principal mode of analysis. According to Sedgwick, a paranoid reading is anticipatory;
reflexive and mimetic; strong theory; a theory of negative affects; and characterized by its
faith in exposure (130). A paranoid reading is characterized by its determination that
“[tjhere must be no bad surprises” (130). The implication of this statement is, of course,
that the paranoid reader must always predict and anticipate harm in a text, and must
prepare for that eventuality. Sedgwick writes that, “paranoia has by now candidly become
less a diagnosis than a prescription. In a world where no one need be delusional to find

~ \
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evidence of systemic oppression, to theorize out of anything but a paranoid critical stance
has come to seem naive, pious or complaisant” (125-6). Sedgwick notes her concern with
these circumstances, observing that it seems to her to be “a great loss when paranoid
inquiry comes to seem entirely coextensive with critical theoretical inquiry” (126).
Most cultural theory revolves around what Sedgwick (and affect theory founder
Silvan Tomkins) call “strong theory.” Sedgwick writes that “[t]o call paranoia a strong
theory is,...at the same time to congratulate it as a big achievement...but also to classify
it” (134). Furthermore, she notes that for Tomkins, strong theory is distinguished by the
“size and topology of the domain that it organizes” (Sedgwick 134). She quotes Tomkins,
writing that “[a] humiliation theory is strong to the extent to which it enables more and
more experiences to be accounted for as instances of humiliating experiences on the one
hand, or to the extent to which it enables more and more anticipation of such
contingencies before they actually happen” (Sedgwick 134; Tomkins 2:433-34). Finally,
Sedgwick notes that “[a]n affect theory is. ..a mode of selective scanning and
amplification” (135), and, quoting Tomkins, that “there is a highly organized way of
interpreting information so that what is possibly relevant can be quickly abstracted and
magnified, and the rest discarded” (Tomkins 2:433). Thus, with a paranoid reading, the
reader may only note the information that confirms the harm of a text, and discard any
additional (or contrary) data. By examining the existing discourse surrounding what I
term dynamic fandom, we will be able to recognize the prevalence of the type of strong,
paranoid theory Sedgwick and Tomkins describe. In this chapter,! interrogate the
paranoid perspectives on fan studies and Twitter, and the convergence of the two. For the
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sake o f clarity, I examine different types of paranoid readings separately. I address the
paranoia that edges into readings of fans, technology, performers (and implicitly both
marketers and the music industry), and finally Twitter itself.

.

Paranoid Readings of Fans
While the field of fan studies has evolved drastically in the past two decades, it
still bears the reflections of early, pathologizing accounts of fans (Jensen). Furthermore,
these representations remain popular in depictions of fans in the media, serving as a
frequent reminder of such issues (Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington, 2). Fans are still often
recognized as pathetic, hysterical, crazy, naïve, obsessive or deluded, despite the attempts
o f Henry Jenkins and the successive scholars who have taken up a fan-positive ethos in
their work. The topic of fan representation suffers most when it is addressed as a
peripheral element of non-fan studies work, particularly by academics who refuse to don
the mantle of “fan” themselves (standing in stark contrast to Jenkins' “aca-fan”)29. Nonacademic work (such as that appearing in newspaper or magazine articles) can be even
more destructive, and tends to be the primary source of the continued perpetuation of fan
pathologization (Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington, 2-4). However, it is only certain types
of fandom that are still subject to the types of harmful, pathologizing treatment I describe
here. As Jonathan Gray, Cornel Sandvoss and C. Lee Harrington note, it is not necessarily
fans at large under attack, it is “particular texts as objects of fandom” (4).
:

Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington provide the example of Harry Potter fans versus
i.

New York Yankee fans, noting that while the former group is derided in the New York
Times, the paper specifically courts and caters to the latter group. Unfortunately,
29 Example o f Nick Muntean and Anne Petersen's “Celebrity Twitter” to follow.
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identifying the “good” fan is generally a gendered matter, and those texts which are either
produced for or consumed by female fans3031are often the “bad” objects of fandom to
which Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington refer. The exception to this rule would be the male
fan who is either invested in “incorrect” (e.g. “female”) texts, or is incorrectly invested
(e.g. excitable, enthusiastic). While it is beyond the scope of this project to examine the
possibility that Twitter is discursively coded as gendered, I must note the fact that many
of the most prominent examples of fandom on Twitter involve female fans. Justin
Bieber fans have received considerable amounts of media attention over their Twitter
devotions. Bieber's fans often trend Bieber-related messages, necessarily meaning that
their fandom is highly visible to other users. Despite the fact that sports-related tweets are
common, and trend often, they are not marked as “fannish” in the same way that the
tweets of Bieber fans are. Thus, while there may be (and I would argue, certainly are) less
pathologized fan groups on Twitter, perspectives on more avid fan groups are still of the
utmost relevance here.

/

Paranoid views of fandom are underscored in Joli Jensen's chapter “Fandom as
j

Pathology: The Consequences of Characterization.” While Jensen herself does not adhere
to these views, and indeed works to dismantle and demystify them, she provides a
nuanced account of common perceptions of the fan. Jensen notes that “there is very little
literature that explores fandom as a normal, everyday cultural or social phenomenon.
Instead, the fan is characterized as...an obsessed loner...or a frenzied crowd member. In

30 Examples include boybands, Justin Bieber, Jonas Brothers, Michael Buble, Twilight, Harry Potter, chick
lit and chick flicks.
31 Canada’s Justin Bieber is an extremely popular contemporary teen singer who rose to fame as a result
o f his presence on YouTube.
'
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either case, the fan is seen as being irrational, out of control, and prey to a number of
external forces” (13). Indeed, the theme of the fan's lack of agency emerges frequently in
both media coverage and academic work about fans. Henry Jenkins notes a similar
phenomenon in Textual Poachers, writing that “the term “fan”...never fully escaped its
earlier connotations of religious and political zealotry, false beliefs, orgiastic excess,
possession, and madness, connotations that seem to be at the heart of many of the
representations of fans in contemporary discourse” (12). The fan is often understood as a
mirror of, or uncritical receptacle for, popular culture influence. As Gomel Sandvoss
describes in reference to Mark David Chapman and the Columbine shootings, “[o]ur fan
consumption thus becomes a generally understood language through which one's identity
is communicated and assessed” (3). This type of understanding of fans emerges from a
desire to understand fans of a given performer or text as homogeneous dupes, which in
turn makes them easier to understand and classify - a clear victory for the strong,
organizing theory discussed previously.
Examples of this type of strong theory in action can be identified in fan-oriented
scholarship by P. David Marshall, and Nick Muntean and Anne Petersen. Muntean and
Petersen specifically discuss fans and celebrities on Twitter. However, their approach and
general understanding of the relationship fostered by Twitter stands quite apart from my
own. Muntean and Peterson's perspective is consistently paranoid, and their descriptions
of fans border on pathologizing. Here, the fan is portrayed as obsessive and overinvested, but moreover as gullible, naive and immature. Muntean and Petersen both
misunderstand the mechanics of Twitter, and demean and diminish fan participation on
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the site. They write that:
The fan's recognition by the celebrity - the way in which they understood
themselves as known by the star - was once the receipt of a hand-signed
letter (and a latent expectation that the celebrity had read the fan's initial
letter); such an exchange conferred to the fan a momentary sense of
participation in the celebrity's extraordinary aura. Under Twitter, however,
such an exchange does not occur, as that feeling of one-to-one interaction
is absent; simply by looking elsewhere on the screen, one can confirm that
a celebrity's tweet was received by two million other individuals. The
closest a fan can come to that older modality of recognition is by sending a
message to the celebrity that the celebrity then "re-tweets" to his broader
following. Beyond the obvious levels of technological estrangement
involved in such recognition is the fact that the identity of the re-tweeted
fan will not be known by the celebrity's other two million followers. That
sense of sharing in the celebrity's extraordinary aura is altered by an
awareness that the very act of recognition largely entails performing one's
relative anonymity in front of the other wholly anonymous followers.
(Muntean and Petersen, N.p.)
The first apparent issue with this passage comes with the assumption that all fans writing
away to fan clubs believed both in the authenticity of signatures received from celebrity
fan ciubs, and that a signature was somehow an indicator that their individual letter had
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been read.

While this reading of the situation is not paranoid in and of itself, it does

contribute to a paranoid reading of the relationship between fan and performer.
Furthermore, it assumes a level of naivete on the part of the fan that considerably
diminishes his or her potential agency. Muntean and Petersen are drawing upon an
understanding of fans described by Lawrence Grossberg when he writes that one
common approach to characterizing fans is to assume that “popular culture appeals to the
lowest and least critical segments of the population” (51), and that “[f]ans are simply
incapable of recognizing that the culture they enjoy is actually being used to dupe and
exploit them” (51). It is this reading of fans as unreflexive dupes that I, and most
contemporary fan studies scholars, work to discourage.
Muntean and Petersen go on to use this "ideal" fannish experience of the
celebrity's "aura" to denigrate the potential for meaningful communication over Twitter.
This perspective demonstrates an apprehension about online technologies, and also
frames Twitter as detrimental to the fan/performer relationship. According to Muntean
and Petersen, fans lack the true recognition of their fan objects on Twitter, and are forced
to confront their inadequacy and irrelevance in a sea of other fans. As in Melanie Klein's
description of the paranoid position, cited by Sedgwick in Touching Feeling, we can
recognize an effort by Muntean and Petersen to seek out "dangers posed
by...hateful...part-objects that one defensively projects into...the world around one"
(Sedgwick, 128). While reading - and thus protecting - fans in this way may seem to be
an admirable goal, what Muntean and Petersen are in fact doing is asserting that fans lack32

32 This is an admittedly difficult topic to address, as it is hard to know with certainty firstly, whether or not
performers read and respond to their fan mail, and secondly, what portion o f fans believe that they do.
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agency, awareness and the ability to think as individuals. Instead, Muntean and Petersen
speak fo r the fans despite their unwillingness to explicitly identify as fans themselves.
P. David Marshall also undermines the agency of fans, specifically in the context
of their affective investment in popular music. He writes that “[t]he fan's relationship to
the teen idol can be thought of as built on an incredible level of emotional intensity. Thus,
the economic power of the pop star is configured around affect” (183). This is not, in and
of itself, a critique of the fan. However, Marshall goes on to write that “[t]he industry's
\

solution to its own construction of successive waves of affect is to produce new
commodities that allow for the containing of collective affect,” and that the pop music
celebrity is a “convertible personality who can capture youth's affective intensity” (183).
These statements frame the young music fan as an easily manipulated entity whose
interests can be harnessed and ultimately decided by the music industry. The young music
fan is rendered a pawn - denied a sense of personal taste, as well as the agency to
evaluate and judge the musical and emotional quality of new artists for him or (more
likely) hersz\f.
Before closing this section I must note that the way fans are perceived by
academics and the media is gradually changing. As Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington note,
first wave fan studies in the late 1980s and early 1990s “constituted a purposeful political
intervention that sided with the tactics of fan audiences...and that set out to vigorously
defend fan communities against ridicule in the mass media and by non-fans” (2). Now,
they suggest that “fan audiences are...wooed and championed by cultural industries, at
least as long as their activities do not divert from principles of capitalist exchange and
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recognize industries' legal ownership of the object of fandom” (4). However, while the
culture industries are increasingly cognizant of the value of fans, we must remember that
there are still many fans who are not “good” for the culture industries as per the
parameters laid out by Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington. Perhaps even more importantly,
what is embraced by the culture industries is not necessarily embraced by the media, or
society more broadly. Just because something is commercially successful, it does not
mean that its fans will be safe from ridicule - indeed, in many cases it increases the
likelihood of ridicule. Thus, while things are changing both in academic and corporate
treatment of fans, the characterizations I describe are very much still in circulation, and
thus remain important in any understanding of the discourse surrounding fans.
Paranoid Readings of Technology
The discourse surrounding a new technology is often framed by paranoia and
distrust. Twitter is no different, and it has often been derided or dismissed as a fad
technology. Some individuals question the staying power of Twitter, while others suggest
that the information conveyed on the site is generally of low quality and importance.
Noah Arceneaux and Amy Schmitz Weiss evaluate press coverage of Twitter in their
article “Seems stupid until you try it: press coverage of Twitter, 2006-9.” While they
found that most articles about Twitter were at least somewhat positive (Arceneaux and
Schmitz Weiss, 1273), there were inevitably many criticisms. They identify a longrunning trend of new technologies (particularly communication technologies) being
recognized as deleterious to society. As they note, in the eyes of such critics “the internet
does not connect disparate individuals but instead alienates users from 'real' social
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relationships” (Arceneaux and Schmitz Weiss, 1265). This attitude is mirrored in Clive
Thompson's discussion with social media scholar danah boyd in his article “Brave New
World of Digital Intimacy.” Boyd opines that while many of her followers on Twitter may
feel as though they know her, they are actually mistaken; they are simply observers
(Thompson). Suspicion as to Twitter's utility, and the validity of online communication in
general, is apparent among critics and skeptical users alike.
Even as Twitter seemingly nourishes a failing music industry, some are concerned
that it is harming as much as it helps. Recently, music critics and performers have voiced
concerns that rapid-fire communication techniques are making it more difficult for
potential fans to develop meaningful interest in new bands, because the onslaught of
news and promotion is so overwhelming. A few phenomena are simultaneously changing
the way fans make choices about their music consumption. First, fans, particularly on
Twitter, may find that they are being constantly inundated with music recommendations
and news. This can be overwhelming, and may challenge the fan's ability to choose any
O'!

music at all.

Others suggest that this speeding up of the producer-> consumer

relationship may result in over hype. Multiple media sources and blogs may hype up a
certain band or album, creating an echo chamber of adoration. If the band is young,
however, it may find itself unable to bear the pressure built up by these critics. While of
course this phenomenon occurred previously, the combination o f blogs and Twitter speed
the process up remarkably, allowing a hyped band's moment in the spotlight to dissipate
even more quickly. Critics of this development suggest that fans are being done a
disservice by the proliferation of echoing voices as a result of free blogging domains.3
33 More information on this phenomenon can be found in Barry Schwartz's book The Paradox o f Choice.
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These individuals suggest that few new bands can live up to the pressure of being an “it”
band, and most are ultimately doomed to fizzle out quickly. A recent Under the Radar
article titled “Houses of Hype” detailed this perceived problem. Drowned in Sound writer
Sean Adams is quoted as saying that
The entire concept o f firsties34 and being into a band who've yet to develop
is totally idiotic. The entire process has created this abundance of bands
: people are vaguely aware of, that few people are championing more than
once or twice and the chumover of music this has created is more
damaging to the business of music than file-sharing will ever be, as few
acts are finding large enough fanbases to sustain releases, let alone
international tours. (Fink, 43)
While the Under the Radar article is specifically discussing music blogs and “the blog
band,” almost all blogs now have a presence on Twitter, often reiterating similar content
to the blog itself, and posting links to new articles and reviews. Thus, Twitter is now
thoroughly implicated in this phenomenon, and, it could be argued, may have hastened
the process of turnover with its instantaneous, up-to-the-moment format.
Paranoid Readings of the Industry
Marshall's sentiment about young music fans says as much about the music
industry as it does about fans. As Marshall points out, the music industry makes its
money on attempting to harness, manipulate and ultimately secure public favour for the
latest releases of the hottest stars. The music industry evolved drastically over the course

34 “Firsties” describes a music fan’s claim to a band that he or she discovers before they make it big, thus
demonstrating his or her exceptional taste.
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of the 20th century, moving from sales of sheet music, to various types of recorded media,
arid ultimately to the point of working to sell the artist as a product in and of him or
herself. Marshall highlights the finely tuned, highly profitable, customization-driven
marketing strategies of the music industry in the late 20 century in his case study of the
New Kids on the Block (150-184). However, soon after Marshall's 1997 book was
published, the music industry began its stunning nosedive, spurred on by the rise of the
Internet and file sharing platforms such as Napster. The music industry has changed
considerably since the late 90s, and it seems unlikely at this point that it will ever rise to
its former glory, at least in the same configuration. While the industry has changed
considerably, many of the same ideas for marketing music have remained popular, or
have evolved over the past decade to fit new business models. Though the music
industry's ability to make money has dwindled, music is still being made, both with and
without the support of major labels. The Internet has both effected the downfall of
existing modes of selling music, and revolutionized the way that music is marketed in
response to this collapse.
The trend of individualization and customization in popular music gained
considerable traction in the late 20 century, as a result of deregulation, new forms of
media delivery (e.g. cable and MTV) arid the rise of neoliberal economics. As Marshall
notes in relation to boyband New Kids on the Block, “[ejxtensive personal information
about each New Kid was presented to help audience members choose their favorites. In
making the choice of a favorite, the female fan played with the conception of greater
intimacy and empathy with that particular member” (182). Similar levels of
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personalization were common in other areas of popular music as well. Music videos in
particular ushered in a new level of lifestyle and personality branding. As Andrew
Goodwin notes in Dancing in the Distraction Factory, “the construction of star identities
is central to the economics of the music industry” (103) and further, “[o]nly a very few
acts have ever attempted to sustain careers in popular music without establishing some
kind of metatextual identity” (103). Just as Goodwin argues the music video helps to
construct the persona of the pop star, so too could Twitter be read as just another piece of
industry-generated metatext.
The concept of self-branding has increasingly reached even to individuals outside
of the public eye. Instead of functioning as part of a collective, in late capitalism, society
encourages individuals to differentiate themselves, and to demonstrate their uniqueness
and value. This marks an important change from the ethos of Fordism, an era when
homogeneity and “keeping up with the Jones'” was celebrated.

The culmination of the

idea of popular music's obsession with branding and marketing the individual (sometimes
above and beyond the product - or often to the point that the individual is the product)
and this era of self-branding and individuation has resulted in the current climate of
music marketing online.
The idea of identity-as-brand has become even more pervasive in the years since
Dancing was published. Indeed, self-branding has infiltrated the lives of even so-called
“normal people,” as television scholar Alison Heam discusses in her article “'Meat, Mask,
Burden': Probing the contours of the branded self. ” Heam writes that “[s]elf-branding35

35 David Harvey's The Condition o f Postmodemitv provides excellent insight into this shift, and its
impact.
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involves the self-conscious construction of a meta-narrative and meta-image of self
through the use of cultural meanings and images drawn from the narrative and visual
codes of the mainstream culture industries. The function of the branded self is purely
rhetorical; its goal is to produce cultural value and, potentially, material profit” (198).
Even more damningly, she argues that
The melding of egocasting with viral promotional tactics and ambient
marketing produces another variation of the branded self. On sites such as
[Facebook and other commercial/social networking sites] the lines
between private identity and public persona, corporate sponsor and
individual producer, user and consumer are hopelessly blurred...any
meaningful distinction between notions of the self and capitalist processes
of production and consumption has finally collapsed. (Hearn, 212)
If average citizens are subjected to such powerful external market forces, one can only
imagine the stress placed upon the average musician. To extend Hearn's line of argument,
we would necessarily find the performer caught in a double bind - feeling compelled to
construct their identity with cultural artifacts just as much as an average citizen, but with
■I

the potential added stressor of explicitly recognizing him or herself literally as a
commodity. Thus, it is quite an easy leap to understanding Twitter as simply another
potential locale for performing and promoting a performer's constructed personal brand.
In a post-Napster world, it is increasingly difficult to secure major label backing, and
even those artists supported by a major label sometimes find that they are not afforded the
budget that they need to thrive. Thus, many artists have been inspired (or forced) to learn
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to promote themselves and their music independently, cheaply and uniquely. Web 2.0
technologies have evolved and have even been created to serve this purpose. Musicians
have leveraged My Space, YouTube and now Twitter to showcase and promote their work.
Indeed, numerous performers have been variously signed to record labels, television
shows and other commercial opportunities as a result of exposure on these sites.
Paranoid Readings of Twitter Marketing
Twitter's popularity and power has not escaped the notice of marketing firms,
corporations and the music industry. While Twitter may not have a well-developed
revenue model yet,

the market has been quick to capitalize on the opportunities Twitter

offers. Though many expected Twitter to fizzle out quickly, its popularity and proven
longevity (relative to other online start-ups, at least) has inspired book deals, blogs and
other media tie-ins discussing how best to capitalize on the opportunities it provides.
How-to guides have proliferated in recent years, including Hollis Thomases' popular
2010 book Twitter Marketing: An Hour a Day. This book demonstrates the extent to
which marketers and corporations perceive Twitter as a manipulable tool. For the
paranoid reader, this could serve as evidence of the disingenuity of Twitter, and the
potential duplicity of its users - particularly those who serve to gain anything from their
participation, be it money, prestige or simply recognition. In Twitter Marketing,
Thomases explains Twitter to newcomers to the service, and attempts to explain exactly
how to succeed and thrive on Twitter as both an individual and as a marketer representing
a branded entity. While Thomases' work is specifically targeted at individuals working for36

36 Twitter does offer “promoted tweets,” which are paid for by advertisers and given priority status on the
site. However, this strategy is not as exhaustive as those o f other, similar sites like Facebook.
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corporations or attempting to represent their small business online, many of her strategies
work to quantify what it takes to begin a successful Twitter account , no matter the
individual, brand or product it is intended to represent. Thus, it follows that the approach
she recommends might be applicable to musicians, and consciously or subconsciously
adhered to by both performers tweeting for themselves, and PR/industry personnel
representing artists on the site.
Thomases recognizes the importance of at the very least seeming genuine on :
Twitter. She writes that “[tjhe authentic side of the Twitterverse is an ecosystem that
respects and rewards quality over quantity...and reduces the signal-to-noise ratio when it
comes to producing quality tweets” (Thomases, 13 - emphasis hers). Thus, she
concludes, “[tjhe objectives for brands utilizing Twitter should be the same: produce
great content, be engaged with your community, seek out those with like-minded
interests, and the followers will come” (Thomases, 13). She emphasizes the idea that
Twitter users should talk about topics other than themselves. As she notes, “[sjelfpromotion gets old really quickly” (Thomases, 35). Even on branding Twitter profiles,
Thomases advocates what she calls the 60/40 rule: “60 percent of the time you should
tweet to serve others with industry specific links, newsworthy items, pop culture trivia,
answers to questions, and the like. The other 40 percent of the time, your tweets can be
more self-serving...[j just make sure that your 40 percent adds value for your followers
instead of being a blatant advertisement” (350).
Interestingly, one of the practices Thomases most strongly advocates for both37
37 For marketers, a successful Twitter account would generally be well-followed, and able to maintain or
even expand its group o f followers over time (as opposed to losing followers due to poorly crafted
content).
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individual and brand Twitter users is transparency. She writes that “[transparency..means
that the brand strives for honest, open, and humanized communications with the people
who are communicating with them. In other words, cut the BS. People on Twitter are not
attracted to robotic responses any more than they're attracted to scripted corporate ones”
(Thomases, 109). Thomases' emphasis on avoiding superficiality on Twitter is interesting.
She is simultaneously encouraging genuine, “authentic” communication, while also :
detailing a precise plan for achieving a sense of legitimacy among Twitter users. One is
left wondering if this sort of calculated authenticity for personal and capital gain can
really be considered genuine at all. Again, this passage is damning evidence of the
falseness of Twitter for the paranoid reader. If authenticity can be forged in the way
Thomases advocates, then surely we would be foolish to believe that communication on
Twitter could be anything other than constructed and false.
Synthesis: A Paranoid Reading of Twitter
While there is not a great deal of literature on the fan/performer relationship on
Twitter, I can triangulate a detailed characterization of the paranoid discourse surrounding
it based on the preceding sections. Many artists, particularly major label artists, employ
Twitter in a way that is clearly guided by marketing strategies such as those outlined by
Thomases, and are managed by PR firms or personal assistants (Cohen). While Twitter
does have a “verification” feature for celebrities, verified accounts must simply be
affiliated with, not actually operated by that star. Thus, there are celebrity Twitter feeds
populated solely by advertisements and hype for the artist and his or her work. These
feeds are often easy to identify, and frequently fail to meet the 60/40 rule Thomases
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advocates, instead featuring little content that does not directly relate to the star's public
appearances and releases. Justin Timberlake's Twitter is exemplary of this type of
tweeting. His tweets revolve around his various acting, production and business projects,
and are often written about “Justin,”,not in the first person. Occasionally the syntax of the
tweets changes such that it seems possible that Timberlake is tweeting for himself (e.g.
using short forms such as “u” and “ur,” speaking in the first person, failing to capitalize
proper nouns), but between his public admission that he lacks tech savvy (“Interview
with Justin Timberlake”), and the lack of “personal” updates, it is difficult to know for
sure. Despite the lack of personal touches, Timberlake boasts over 4.5 million followers38
- surely proof, to a paranoid reader, of the lack of personal connection between Twitter
celebrities and their followers.
Even Twitter's most-followed personality, Lady Gaga, has allowed more and more
impersonal tweets to populate her Twitter. Tweets advertising her latest releases, tie-ins
and commercials are often written in the third person, and in a syntax inconsistent with
Gaga's personal tweets. Gaga's own tweets are decipherable by their use of first-person
perspective and more casual grammar and syntax, but they are increasingly outnumbered
by “hype” tweets likely made by an assistant or PR professional. The popularity of
impersonal Twitter streams could be perceived as proving the paranoid reader right - it
serves no function that a website would not, aside from the immediacy and easy access of
Twitter. A paranoid reader could also take this as evidence that celebrities are only
subscribing to Twitter for promotional purposes, and are thus phony or fake.
Twitter is increasingly used as a tie in on network television shows, demonstrating
38

As o f June 15,2011.
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the extent to which it has been adopted by mainstream media outlets. The CW network
held a “Tweet Week” in 2010 (“The CW's Watch and Tweet Week”), which featured the
stars of many of the network's most popular shows tweeting about the shows as they
aired, and answering fan questions. NBC reality show The Voice features reaction tweets
from the show's judges after most performances: The tweets appear on Twitter, but also
pop up at the bottom of the television screen accordingly. The instantaneous nature of
these tweets, along with their perfect spelling and grammar, and the fact that nary a
Blackberry or iPhone is glimpsed during the show's broadcast, suggest that the tweets are
engineered by the show's production team to draw interest to the show, and to
demonstrate its “edginess.”
; Conversely, many celebrities make all of their own tweets, for better or for worse.
Twitter faux-pas are common on the site, and sometimes celebrities turn out to be
unpleasant people, with unpleasant beliefs and habits. While most music listeners and
popular culture critics would have little trouble believing that Chris Brown's Twitter
might be the source of some unsavoury comments, it was likely still surprising to some
fans when he made a post directing homophobic slurs at another musician. In response to
B2K member Raz's criticism of Brown's “disrespect [towards] women” (@Razb2k),
Brown called Raz a “dick in da booty ass lil boy” [sic](@Chrisbrown)39. Twitter exploded
with responses to both Brown and Raz - some amused, some outraged. While there is no
evidence of fans declaring their intentions to unfollow Brown, there are negative fan
comments, alongside critical comments from bloggers like Kid Fury, who wrote that
“@chrisbrown just took about 25 steps back with his homophobic tweets”(@KidFury). A
39

This tweet has been deleted, but was archived at Topsy.com due to the number o f retweets it received.
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similar incident took place in an unlikely showdown between folk singer Aimee Mann
and rapper-tumed-actor Ice T. Mann tweeted a critique of Ice Cube's acting chops
(@AimeeMann), to which he responded, inviting Mann to “Eat a hot bowl of Dicks”[sic]
(@FinalLevel). Clearly, Twitter can be an erratic, unusual environment for fans and fanobjects. As Jeffrey Cole, director of USC Annenberg's Center for the Digital Future has
noted, “Twitter may have touched on something where you actually get to see a
celebrity's real personality” (Gold) - for better or for worse.
While one could argue that these outbursts could be seen as evidence of authentic
celebrity emotion on Twitter, and a glimpse of them as “real people,” these exchanges can
also easily be read as beneficial to the celebrity. A paranoid reader might note that “all
publicity is good publicity,” and furthermore that these scandals made headlines and
brought considerable attention to all involved, thus potentially resulting in a net gain,
despite the negative content of the tweets.
Complaining of an opposite problem, SFWeekly blog contributor Maya Kroth
begs musicians not to take up Twitter. Like Muntean and Petersen, Kroth worries that the
celebrity aura deteriorates on Twitter. She conveys incredible distaste for the mundane
updates of her favourite rock stars, and suggests that on Twitter, “[disappointment is
inevitable” (Kroth). She cites Decemberists' frontman Colin Meloy as an example, and
writes that it would be “almost impossible [for him] to live up to the nerdy superhero
image I have in my head of him, and his Twitter stream confirms it” (Kroth). Not only is
Kroth concerned that musicians have “nothing better to do than to post 25 Tweets a day,”
she is also perplexed by the logic o f using Twitter as a promotional device, as “Twitter
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works only if you pretend it isn't just a marketing device - if you act like “a real person.”
Social networking scholars Alice Marwick and danah boyd also take up this position in
their work on Twitter. They would argue that the types of slips cited earlier are all part of
the performed intimacy required of celebrity practitioners who wish to succeed on the
site. My next chapter delves into the idea of musicians performing their identities on
Twitter by way of Marwick and boyd's assertions on the topic. Instead of focusing on
paranoid readings, I examine the possibility of analyzing the fan/performer relationship
reparatively. Rather than allowing paranoid perspectives to speak for themselves, I begin
the next chapter by demonstrating the potential pitfalls of taking a paranoid position in
scholarship, and illuminate what it means to take up a reparative position instead.

A
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Chapter 3: Reparative Readings, and Resisting Strong Theory
Twitter can be read as a technology which either maintains the status quo, or is
detrimental to fan/performer relationships as it may “cheapen” this interaction. However,
*

while Twitter can be read from this paranoid position, it can also be examined from a
much more productive position - a reparative one. To briefly re-iterate, reparative reading
is a strategy of understanding a text (initially used and coined by Eve Sedgwick to be
applied to written works) that, instead of relying on a paranoid attempt to locate the
problems with the text, enables one to interact with it from a different position. Sedgwick
draws on psychoanalyst Melanie Klein to describe the paranoid and reparative (or
depressive) positions. Discussing Klein, Sedgwick notes that the depressive position "is
the position from which it is possible...to use one's own resources to assemble or "repair"
'¡r the murderous part objects [found in a paranoid position] into something like a
r1

whole...[o]nce assembled to one's own specification, the more satisfying object is
available both to be identified with and to offer one nourishment and comfort in turn"
(Sedgwick, 128). As Sedgwick observes, "there can be terrible surprises, however, there
can also be good ones" (146). To take up a reparative position, then, is to leave oneself
open to the pleasures of a given text (be it written or otherwise), and to resist the urge to
look for faults and harm within the object of study. Sedgwick writes that "[a]mong
Klein's names for the reparative process is love" (128). It is appropriate then, to approach
fandom - a phenomenon ultimately rooted in a kind of love - with this strategy. It is from
this position that I wish to approach my object(s) of interest in this chapter. With this
chapter, I intend to challenge dominant (and, I will argue, destructive) paranoid

c'
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perspectives about both fans and positive affect, and to explore the two topics as they
relate to one another. Indeed, my ability to recuperate one is all but contingent on my
ability to recuperate the other.
In the previous chapter, I was able to provide many examples of paranoid
positions on fans, the music industry, and emerging technologies. Most of the examples
demonstrated “strong theory” - the type of organizing theory that predicts the potential
damage that could be wrought by a text, and works to encompass as many potential
examples as possible; Using a strategy of reparative reading, and thus weak theory, I
identify the pitfalls of paranoid reading, and demonstrate a recuperative approach to
understanding both fans and performers. While paranoid reading does allow scholars to
neatly categorize certain phenomena, and to explain actions with certainty and
conclusiveness, it also forces them to gloss over anomalies, and even to refuse to
recognize possible interpretations suggested by their data that would involve embracing
or acknowledging the possibility of affective exchange and investment. This inclination is
perhaps most heavily present in our understanding of popular culture. Scholars have
written extensively on the damaging effects of popular culture, and about the extent to
which the culture industries exist only to exploit, manipulate and profit from unwitting
consumers. As I established in the last chapter, this attitude fosters an understanding of
the entertainment industry as solely interested in the bottom line, and fans as
manipulated, duped and pathetic. Scholarship is gradually recuperating the figure of the
fan, but the entertainer has yet to experience such a defense. I do not mean to suggest that
capital gain is not very important to most (if not all) musicians. However, I do wish to
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challenge the idea that that is all there is.
Nowhere is the tendency to read artists in a paranoid way more apparent than in
danah boyd and Alice Marwick's articles on Twitter: “To See and Be Seen: Celebrity
Practice on Twitter” and “I tweet honestly, I tweet passionately: Twitter users, context
collapse, and the imagined audience”. Marwick and boyd's articles are comprehensive in
their treatment of both “normal” and celebrity identity construction on Twitter. These are
two compelling articles, bearing evidence of well-rounded research on the topics at hand.
However, paranoid tendencies are laced throughout these articles, to the point that the
evidence cited does not align with the (paranoid) conclusions drawn. With this chapter, I
perform two types of case studies: one which focuses on scholarship and one which
focuses on the fan/performer relationship on Twitter. I work to read Marwick and boyd’s
studies reparatively (and to demonstrate how pervasive paranoid readings can be), and
then move to a series of case studies which underscore the way in which Twitter can (and
should) be read reparatively. In these instances, reparative reading stands to challenge the
often tempting academic pursuit for certainty and anticipation. While the value of
reparative reading has yet to be definitively proven, I argue that it allows us to
reconceptualize and question key assumptions. Sedgwick warns that “the powerfully
ranging and reductive force of strong theory can make tautological thinking hard to
identify even as it makes it compelling and near inevitable; the result is that both writers
and readers can damagingly misrecognize whether and where real conceptual work is
getting done, and precisely what that work might be” (156). A reparative approach can
9

help to illuminate what a paranoid reading might obscure or ignore. With the advent of
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Twitter, it seems that the relationship between musician and fan is changing. As I
demonstrated in the last chapter, paranoid readings of this relationship maintain that this
is merely a recapitulation of the status quo, whereby performers have minimal
engagement with fans, and images managed by professionals, and fans engage in
decidedly parasocial relationships with their fan objects. By reading this situation
reparatively, I am able to pay this shift due attention, instead of stating a case for its
potential to harm.
A Case for Repairing Paranoid Scholarship
In “I tweet honestly, I tweet passionately: Twitter users, context collapse and the
imagined audience,” Marwick and boyd establish a framework for understanding the way
that Twitter users conceptualize their participation. Many of the ideas they develop here
are translated to a reading of celebrity Twitter users in a subsequent article, and are thus
relevant to the discussion at hand. Marwick and boyd set out to discover the audience that
Twitter users envision when they write and post a tweet. While it is not explicitly stated
as such, their project clearly aims to locate the constructed nature of Twitter, seemingly as
part o f an attempt to demonstrate the inferiority of Twitter to “real life” communication,
and to “de-naturalize” posts on social networking sites. This perspective underscores the
paranoid position implicit in Marwick and boyd's article. Rather than analyze their
participants' statements, they seem to read meaning into their data which allows them to
anticipate the potential harm in recognizing the site as “genuine.” Instead, they attempt to
expose the site's inherent falseness so as to protect themselves and their readers from
falling into a trap of confusing Twitter with a “real” space.
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One particularly important element of both of Marwick and boyd's articles is their
analysis of performance, and their use of Erving Goffinan's theories on self-presentation.
Goffinan's work is generally classified as part of the field of symbolic interactionism.
Some of his best known work uses the metaphor of the stage to describe human
interaction, distinguishing between the front stage (where the sense of conscious
performance is heightened, encompassing an individual's work life and other important
events) and backstage (where performance is less conscious and more intimate details are
shared - encompassing home life and other, less public settings). Perhaps most
importantly, Goffman “conceptualized identity as a continual performance” (Marwick
and boyd, “Honestly,” 123). In drawing upon this framework, Marwick and boyd
emphasize one of thé most crucial issues introduced by studying Twitter: the question of
intent, investment and “meaning it.” Marwick and boyd contend that all Twitter users
have an imagined audience (“Honestly,” 122), and that users who suggest otherwise are
appealing to a culturally constructed (and thus invalid) notion of authenticity (“Honestly,”
119). Referring to Harold Blumer's theories (closely related to Goffinan's framework),
Marwick and boyd write that “[sjymbolic interactionism claims that identity and self are
constituted through constant interactions with others - primarily talk” (“Honestly,” 123).
This “impression management” is heightened in new or challenging circumstances
(Marwick and boyd use first dates and job interviews as examples), and while they
suggest that such behaviour is always “habitual,” there is an implication that it slips from
the consciousness in more comfortable situations (“Honestly,” 123). Thus, we must
question the extent to which Marwick and boyd are making a meaningful distinction here.
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They work to demonstrate the similarity between online and physical representation and
performance. However, at the same time, they propose that this is the very way that
identity is formed, and that it may seem natural or normal40 to the person experiencing it.
While it seems entirely likely that identity is formed differently, and behaviour enacted
differently online, Marwick and boyd do not sufficiently defend the position that Twitter
is somehow an inherently more consciously performative means of communication. The
possibility of misspeaking (or mistyping), and “putting one's foot in one's mouth” either
in person or on Twitter demonstrates the fact that it is possible to slip from conscious
performance regardless o f the forum.41
Before moving on, I would like to briefly contextualize Marwick and boyd's work
(and, implicitly, Goffman's) in terms of Philip Auslander's theorization of the
performance persona, and Simon Frith's discussion of performance and double
enactment. While Goffman argues that all actions are performative, I think it is necessary
to differentiate between conscious performance (which is premeditated or thought out)
and instinctive or subconscious performance (which is not). According to work by both
Frith and Ausländer, musicians present three levels of performativity. Firstly, they are
themselves as “normal” individuals. Though neither Frith nor Ausländer make this point
explicit, there is a sense that the performative nature of the “real” individual is
subconscious. In addition to performing their own unique identities, performers are also

40 These terms carry added weight in paranoid readings, in that the paranoid position is interested in
demystification and denaturalization. As Sedgwick notes, “articulations o f New Historicist scholarship
rely on the prestige o f a single, overarching narrative:, exposing and problematizing hidden violences in
the genealogy o f the modem liberal subject” (139).
41 Indeed, Marwick and boyd quote a Twitter user who has suffered consequences from tweeting
inappropriately, but still finds it difficult to censor herself on the site (125).
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“involved in a process of double enactment” of both a “star personality” and a “song
personality” (Frith, 212 - emphasis his). The star personality (or performance persona in
Auslander's terms) consists of the performer's image, and the persona they construct and
perform in live appearances and interviews. Ausländer illustrates the concept of the star
personality/performance persona to great effect in his book Performing Glam Rock.
David Bowie serves as a particularly recognizable example. The song personality refers
to the character the performer embodies during a given song, be it that of a heartbroken
teen, ruthless woman or remorseful man. The song personality is not directly useful here,
but the divide between “real” human being and performance persona is valuable. I
contend that it is this divide that is now blurred on Twitter. Whether the performance
persona is becoming less consciously performed or the real identity moreso is immaterial.
What is important to note is that the conscious performance of a certain persona is
becoming more difficult to maintain, and generally less desirable. The more Twitter
becomes a part of a performer's everyday life, and the more immersed he or she becomes
in Twitter, the more difficult it becomes to maintain an elaborate facade. The examples to
follow later in this chapter demonstrate the extent to which persona and “real” personality
are collapsing into one another. Performers are increasingly compelled to participate on
sites like Twitter, where it can be very difficult to maintain a constructed, conscious
1

persona. As I explore in more detail shortly, genuine communication is greatly valued on
Twitter. Thus, in many cases, it makes more sense to diminish the artifice involved in
fostering a particular persona, instead of attempting to consciously maintain it.
In Marwick and boyd's article, and in Hollis Thomases' book on Twitter
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marketing, there is a shared understanding that users of the site must be “authentic” and
real. However, both texts emphasize the fact that this can be (and generally is) calculated
and performed. One must begin to wonder though: at what point does it become easier to
feel genuine and sincere than to perform the act of exhibiting these qualities? Indeed, it
seems quite likely that even if performers set out to keep their metaphorical guard up on
Twitter, self-conscious performance may be gradually overtaken by more automatic,
subconscious behaviour.42 In Goffman's terms, this could be understood as a shift from
the frontstage of performance to the backstage. It is at this hinge that the important work
of reparative reading can take hold. A paranoid reader (or, in this case, author) finds it
easy to read all performer actions and statements as consciously constructed. Conversely,
a reparative reader remains open to the possibility that such communications may not be
as highly choreographed as the paranoid reader would have them believe. The reparative
I

reader leaves him or herself open to the possibility of being incorrect, and the pain of
humiliation or betrayal when it transpires that a favourite star's Twitter feed is ghost
written. However, the reparative reader also enjoys a more nuanced understanding of the
world, and perhaps even a deeper appreciation of some things without the constraints of
paranoid defenses guiding his or her experience. Sedgwick describes this phenomenon in
terms of camp. She writes that “the x-ray gaze of the paranoid impulse in camp sees
through to an unfleshed skeleton of the culture; the paranoid aesthetic on view here is one
of minimalist elegance and conceptual economy” (149). We can recognize paranoia's
tendency to discard that which is not relevant to a paranoid reading (Tomkins 2:433; qtd.
42 ¡This type o f shift occurs frequently offline. For example, an individual starting a new job may find that
she is particularly conscious o f her words and actions over the first few days o f her employment. This
sense will generally dissipate over time, as the employee relaxes in her new environment.
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in Sedgwick, 135), thereby dismissing potentially fruitful details, and pleasurable
elements of a text.
In “To See and Be Seen” Celebrity Practice on Twitter,” Marwick and boyd build
on the ideas of identity construction and performativity on Twitter discussed in “I Tweet
Honestly...”. They write that they “conceptualize celebrity as an organic and everchanging performative practice rather than a set of intrinsic personal characteristics or
external labels. This practice involves ongoing maintenance of a fan base, performed
intimacy, authenticity and access, and construction of a consumable persona” (140). As
with the article just discussed, Marwick and boyd place great emphasis on the
performative elements of intimacy and authenticity. With this article, they specifically
examine these traits in terms of the 237 most highly followed Twitter users (“Celebrity
Practice” 140). Their definition of “celebrity as a practice” (141) further emphasizes the
performative nature of their understanding of fame.
While Marwick and boyd seem to misjudge the issue of deference and power
generally43, their understanding may be informed by their approach to celebrity Twitter
users. By sampling only the most popular users on Twitter, they miss huge swaths of
slightly less popular celebrity users who blend more thoroughly into their surroundings.
These users are even more likely to be addressed as peers, even as they sell out concert
halls or appear on popular television shows. Marwick and boyd miss this level of
43 Marwick and boyd use blogger Perez Hilton to exemplify their understanding o f power differentials and
fan deference. They write that Hilton's “liminal, outsider status is reinforced by Twitter users who do
not treat him with the awe appropriate for a famous actor or musician, but as a regular person who
should not attempt to rise above his status” (154). The statement suggests that all Twitter users are in
awe o f celebrities on the site. As we will see, this is not the case, and users are generally quick to call
out bad behaviour, especially the bad behaviour o f stars. The fan deference Marwick and boyd describe
may exist on the site, but it is overshadowed by users who speak their mind, regardless o f the stature o f
the work or person they wish to discuss.
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celebrity altogether, despite the significant interactive difference between fan and
celebrity practitioner44 from the top echelons of Twitter fame to the middle ranks.
Marwick and boyd also confuse two important motivating factors among celebrity
practitioners on Twitter, further highlighting their paranoid position. They write that on
Twitter, “[fjamous people mention fans to perform connection and availability, give back
to loyal followers, and manage their popularity” (145). They do not discuss these
motivations individually, instead giving the impression that they are all equivalent.
However, the urge to perform “connection and availability” would seem to be differently
motivated than an investment in “giving back to loyal followers.” Indeed, one implies a
rather self-serving nature, whereas the other carries the implication that the celebrity
practitioner somehow feels compelled to recognize and honour fan participation and
investment.
Determined to demonstrate the manipulative, misleading nature of celebrity
practitioners on Twitter, Marwick and boyd differentiate between the “strategically
chosen” (148) celebrity photo posts on Twitter, and the “unauthorized candids” (148) that
populate gossip blogs and magazines. In making this distinction, Marwick and boyd work
to underscore the power that celebrity practitioners on Twitter experience, in contrast to
their lack of control over their presentation in tabloids and gossip magazines. While the
element of agency implicit in participation on Twitter is important, Marwick and boyd
seem to overvalue the level of “strategy” employed by Twitter users. As I argued earlier,
the line between performed intimacy and intimacy is a fine one, arid one that I believe is

44 Marwick and boyd employ this term to describe any person who practices celebrity, in terms o f
popularity, fan base, etc.
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crossed more frequently than Marwick and boyd allow. For many (including, I would
argue, celebrity practitioners), tweeting becomes more a habit than a specific choice. Not
all tweets by celebrity practitioners portray them in a distinctly glamorous, or even
positive, light. Instead, shared photos are often goofy or bizarre. Despite ample evidence
to the contrary in their own research sample, Marwick and boyd do not allow for the
possibility that celebrity practitioners on Twitter could be anything other than scripted.
They write that “[t]he performance of celebrities interacting with no thought of fans,
press, or managers on Twitter is actually managed interaction that creates the perception
of intimacy” (152). However, at the same time they insist that “Twitter creates a new
expectation of intimacy” and that “even the famous must learn the techniques used by
'regular people' to gain status and attention online” (156)! Marwick and boyd seem to
acknowledge that performers' participation on Twitter represents a change in the way they
present themselves, but their paranoid position forecloses the possibility of examining
this shift with the nuance it deserves.
Marwick and boyd’s articles serve as clear examples of the way in which paranoid
positions can frame scholarship. They take up indicators of potential harm, and use them
to support a paranoid position, discarding elements of their data which contradicts such a
conclusion. However, recognizing these tendencies is invaluable in the process of
claiming a reparative position guided by weak theory. Both Marwick and boyd’s work,
and Twitter guides like Hollis Thomases’ emphasize the importance of perceived
authenticity and genuine investment. In the examples that follow, I examine what could
be read as displays of authenticity on Twitter, and argue for the possibility that they
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represent a point where the performance of a persona has slipped from the consciousness
of each performer in question. I argue that this represents a shift in the way that
performers relate to their fans, and vice versa, and suggest that this shift affects both
intensely popular and less popular artists in roughly equal ways. Finally, I demonstrate
the way in which this adjustment has represented a change for both fan and performer on
an affective level, thus laying the framework for the affective analysis to follow in the
final chapter of this thesis.
Academic Justification for a Reparative Project
While a certain level o f paranoia is prevalent in scholarly work, there are some
academics who have come to the fan/performer relationship from a more reparative
angle. The motivations for such an angle may vary; as Sedgwick notes, “it is sometimes
the most paranoid-tending people who are able to, and need to, develop and disseminate
the richest reparative practices” (150). Thus, reparative practices may be rooted in a sense
of paranoia. This is at least partly the case in Sean Redmond's examination of the
fan/celebrity relationship in his chapter “Intimate Fame Everywhere.” Redmond
investigates fame culture, and pays particular attention to the way in which so-called
everyday people are achieving a “heightened level of intimacy” which “destabilizes the
borders and boundaries of identity, and which energizes or electrifies one’s experience of
the world” (27). What is different about Redmond’s work though, is his faith in the
power, intensity and realness of fan affect. He writes that “para-social connectivity is as
‘real’ as anything can be in a cultural universe made out of simulacra, and that the
relationships that emerge between star/celebrity and fan/consumer fill the world with
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productive, surplus emotionality that cannot be easily channeled or ‘sucked up’ by
capitalism, and which offers people transgressive models of identity” (38). In comparison
with the examples of paranoid fan conceptualizations offered in the last chapter,
Redmond’s perspective is markedly more positive. Redmond views fannish affective
investment as not only valid, but actually valuable to both fans and the society they
inhabit. With this chapter, Redmond does a great deal to defend fans generally, and
affective investment more specifically. The concept of honouring the fan’s voice and
perspective is key to coming to a nuanced understanding of the fan/performer
relationship, and also quite central to the fan affect feedback loop that is the focus of the
chapter to follow.
Communications scholar Nancy Baym also avoids a paranoid perspective as she
examines the relationship between fan and performer in her current project book project
Beautiful and Strange: The Relationship Between Artists and Audience.45 While Baym
does identify a number of downsides to this relationship, she also credits it with helping
to restabilize the music industry. In an interview with the Boston Phoenix, she notes that
“[rjemoving the middlemen may offer a pathway in that it allows for closer bonds
between musicians and audience, as well as potentially amongst members of the
audience” (W. Marshall). Furthermore, she compares the relationship between fan and
musician to any other personal relationship, particularly insofar as performers have to
choose their boundaries, and the nature of their relationship with fans. She says that such
a perspective “gets us beyond industry because it recognizes that music making and

45 Some o f Baym's initial findings have been made available through conference presentations and
newspaper interviews.
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listening and the relationship between musicians and audiences is not just a market
relationship. It’s never been solely about manufacturing and paying for product, it’s
always been more social and meaningful than that” (W. Marshall). Baym’s perspective is
nuanced, and accounts for more than the simplistic, paranoid narratives addressed in the
last chapter, and in Marwick and boyd’s work. Baym indicates that there is more to the
performer/audience relationship than mere commerce, and indicates that web 2.0 has
fundamentally changed this relationship.
Creative Collaboration on Twitter and Beyond
Fans may also become invested in their favourite performers through a sense of
involvement in the product produced. Such an endeavour may also result in performers
feeling closer to the fans involved. A prime example of this phenomenon is the #8in8
project, which took place April 25, 2011. Musicians Amanda Palmer (Dresden Dolls),
Ben Folds, Damian Kulash (OK Go) and author Neil Gaiman joined forces with the
intention of writing and recording 8 songs in 8 hours. The project took place as part of the
ReThink Music conference in Boston. Originally, the group had intended to make the
resulting songs immediately available for free download via Bandcamp (Palmer,
“Rethink Music”). However, they ultimately elected to collect donations for the product
and required a minimum contribution of $1 to download the EP (Palmer, “Record”).
Proceeds for the first week of downloads (over $22 000 USD) were directed to the
Berklee City Music Network, a charity benefiting youth interested in cultivating their;
musical talent, but financially unable to do so (Palmer, “Wakey Wake”).
Over the course of 12 hours, the group created 6 complete songs. The entire

(
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process was webcast, and the artists’ Twitter followers were polled for ideas and
suggestions throughout the process (Palmer, “Record”). After the fact, Amanda Palmer
commented: “what an incredible fucking fantastic world it is that we live in where we can
not only make an album like this, but make an album drawing on inspiration DIRECTLY
from our incredible friends and fans” (Palmer, “Record”). She also noted the importance
of the “Twitter army” in the lyric-writing process, and posted a picture of Gaiman

.

diligently sorting through Twitter responses (Palmer, “Record”).
Perhaps even more amazing than this general project has been the resultant fan
art. Prompted by Gaiman and Palmer, fans submitted music videos, fanart and other
creations based on the 8in8 EP. Palmer summarized the results, writing: “me, neil, ben,
and damian are like IT’S CHRISTMAS ALL THE TIME because every time we get
online there’s a new awesome video” [sic] (Palmer, “Ninja”). She mentions later that “so
much beautiful (as well as funny, and smart) artwork has come in in fact, that we’ve been
up to our eyes and ears admiring it. We’re looking and listening to it ALL, and it makes
picking favorites that much harder” (Palmer, “Wakey Wake”). She also features a number
of the fan works on her blog, and writes that “if you were any of those people listed
above, send an email over to [redacted] - we want to send you a little thank-you surprise
for all your hard work” (Palmer, “Wakey Wake”). Ultimately, this process seems to have
been rewarding for fans and performers alike. The performers enjoyed the collaborative
work by their fans during and after the initial project, and the fans were rewarded both by
the praise of the performers, and also by the enjoyment of having been involved in the
creative process. Occurrences like this support a reparative position in that it is very
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difficult to recognize an “ulterior motive” at work. The performers did not receive
financial compensation, and seemed to genuinely appreciate the input of their fans.
Palmer and Gaiman both made multiple blog posts on the topic, further demonstrating
their investment in, and fascination with, the process of making the EP, and their

_ :

excitement over the resultant fan art.
Twitter can also influence creative decisions by way of unrequested fan feedback.
Such a situation occurred with the recent Britney Spears rework of Rihanna’s “S&M.”
According to an MTV News UK article, the collaboration was inspired by suggestions
made by Rihanna’s fans on Twitter. Rihanna commented, saying that “[t]hey asked about
me and Britney Spears and we did it! Obviously it worked out pretty well!” (“Rihanna
Navy”). Rihanna also lauded social networking with fans more generally, noting that “[i]t
is important for me professionally because I get to really get the first feedback... [t]hey
say right to me what they like, what they hate, what they want, what they want more of.
And that is important” (“Rihanna Navy”).
While Rihanna has incorporated fans’ ideas into her work, other artists have
incorporated their fans into their work. KT Tunstall took this approach with her video for
the song “GlamourPuss.” Tunstall invited her fans to submit videos of themselves playing
a part of the song (guitar, bass, backup vocal, etc.) on any instrument they wished. The
audio and video files submitted were then dubbed together with Tunstall’s vocal to make
a fully collaborative fan/performer video. While such a partnership does not fully
equalize the fan and the performer, it does a great deal to increase the prominence of fans,
and honours their unique contributions and talents.
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An Immersive Technology: Performer Interaction and Fan Service on Twitter
Performers often go above and beyond the call of duty when it comes to fan
service (acts performed specifically to please fans) on Twitter. While many stars keep
fans titillated simply by sharing their daily thoughts and interacting with other stars in the
way that Marwick and boyd describe, others feel compelled to become immersed in the
technology, and to interact heavily with their fans. Pete Wentz, lyricist and bassist for
emo band Fall Out Boy is one such artist. Wentz has long maintained an online presence
in order to interact with his fans. He generally posts on Twitter several times per day,
sending messages to fans, friends and other celebrities. Wentz is a good counter-example
to Marwick and boyd’s claim that stars on Twitter interact with one another solely for the
purpose of performing friendship and other beneficial linkages. Wentz often interacts
with fellow musicians, often including inside jokes or statements that are
f
,
incomprehensible to most (if not all) readers other than the individual to whom the
message is directed. He even nods to this in a tweet at indie band Wawes, writing
“@ waweswawes lets eat some snacks, get paid and make internet jokes that nobody
gets” (@Pete Wentz [a]). Reading Wentz’s Twitter feed, one gets the impression that he
spends a great deal of time using the utility, and that it stands in as one of his primary
methods of communication with fans and acquaintances alike. Wentz is particularly
interesting in that he often invites fans to ask him questions, which he then tweets
answers to in real time.46 His question sessions can be initiated by fan requests (“Sure 5
questions”[@PeteWentz(b)]), insomnia (“Can’t sleep 5 questions” [@PeteWentz(c)]) or
46 This practice was particularly prevalent prior to Wentz’s divorce from Ashlee Simpson. His offers
diminished somewhat throughout the publicity bubble surrounding his divorce, suggesting that he might
be wary o f the affective impact o f opening himself up to such questioning.
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attempts to appease fans (“5 questions gonna start answering in 20 min so everybody who
always just misses out gets in on it!” [@PeteWentz (d)]). Questions gamering responses
can range considerably, from music to books, to fame, to day-to-day life. While Wentz is
quite well-established at this point, he continues to use Twitter avidly, and also maintains
a blog (petewentz.com) powered by Tumblr. Wentz’s dedication to maintaining an online
presence, combined with the impression that he uses the site to sustain non-fan
relationships, suggests that he considers his participation to be more than just a chore.
Performers Tweeting back to their fans is not just a fluky, occasional occurrence.
In fact, online music site Pitchfork's November 2010 article “The Top 40 Artist Twitters”
includes the heading “Will he/she @ you back” as one element of all 40 profiles included.
This topic refers to the likelihood of the performer responding to questions/tweets
directed at them - formatted on Twitter as @[username]. Pitchfork's observations on the
topic take into consideration some of the parameters mentioned (e.g. the understanding
that artists with fewer followers are likely to Tweet back - on the topic of Yo La Tengo
r

bassist James McNew, they note that the performer will “likely” respond because he is “a
talkative sort, and he's only barely broken 1000 followers” [“Top 40”]). However, there
are many exceptions - both small-time artists who do not Tweet back (e.g. Les Savy
Fav's Tim Harrington' Austin, Texas band Harlem), and more popular artists (e.g. Amanda
Palmer, Erykah Badu) who do.
Strong online relationships amongst musicians and critics can emerge in existing
music communities. For example, many of Wentz’s interactions revolve around bonds
that he has made in the Chicago and L.A. music scenes, along with the bands he has
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helped to manage and promote through his involvement with both Fall Out Boy and label
Decaydance. Similar communities emerge in a variety of other musical circles as well.
Toronto’s indie music scene is quite active on Twitter, and there is a great deal of
discussion pertaining to local events and local in-jokes. As with the example of Wentz,
the Toronto musicians do not interact in such a way as to indicate that their
communications are meant as anything other than that - communication. Often, the topics
are obscure, if not completely incomprehensible to outside readers, and sometimes they
could even be seen as critiques of other artists or movements (as with Owen Pallett’s
comment to entertainment journalist Helen Spitzer: “Sarah [McLachlan] ’88 was such a
hot mess” [@OwenPallett (b)]). Such interactions suggest that these users have a more
nuanced relationship with the technology than Marwick and boyd indicate.
Big Names, Big Hearts
High profile pop stars often partake in exchanges with their fans, and have even
been known to step in to protect their fans' rights and best interests. Lady Gaga, Twitter's
most followed personality,47 intervened last summer when fans were-being turned away
from the Manchester Evening News Arena for wearing costumes inspired by Gaga's
“Telephone” music video. Fan @laurapalooza wrote: “Staff at the MEN aren't letting
(
people into the arena with cans in their hair. So many sad Little Monsters :(“ .
(@Laurapalooza [a]). Gaga retweeted the post, adding her own input: “Outraged.”
(@LadyGaga [a]). An hour later, Gaga posted again, this time with an update: “All is well
at MEN ARENA, feel free to wear your coke cans proud in hair. Security has been

47

As o f April 11,2011. Data from twitaholic.com
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reprimanded for censoring little monster freedoms” [sic] (LadyGaga [b]). User
@laurapalooza later posted a photo of a newspaper story outlining the occurrence, with
the quote “I feel like I've made a change in the world!” (@Laurapalooza [b]).
A similar incident took place at a Pink concert the next night. User
@PinkRocksIRoll tweeted: “Asshole security guy wont let my mum on the wheelchair
area at @ pink's show” [sic] (@PinkRocksIRoll). Pink retweeted this message, along
with the note “I am sending someone out there to sort” [sic] (@Pink). Celebrity
interventions such as these demonstrate the extent to which Twitter offers a venue for
direct fan/fan-object interaction. These examples clearly demonstrate the extent to which
Twitter-celebrities can and do reach out to their fans. This interaction does not align with
the anonymous, disengaged fan interaction described by Muntean and Petersen, nor does
it align tidily with the characterizations provided by Marwick and boyd. Instead, these
performers appear to be invested in the individual experiences of their fans, and they take
the time to intervene and to become involved digitally. Stars might lose face by failing to
address issues like these, but it is far more likely that blame would fall to the venues
involved. Between the lack of onus on the performer in this scenario, and the staff that
they doubtless employ to react to such issues, both Pink and Lady Gaga were sufficiently
invested as to become personally involved.
Fan-objects can reach out in other unexpected ways too. Toronto-area chamber
pop artist Owen Pallett tweeted about a new musical discovery, writing “OK, this
Micachu record is the best thing on earth. I am going to buy ten copies tomorrow. Do you
want one? (What's your address again?)” (@OwenPallett [c]). He followed this tweet up
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the next day, saying “I am Not Kidding, I am buying twelve Micachu records right now”
(@OwenPallett [d]). Pallett ultimately sent out 11 copies (Owen From Final Fantasy),
one of which was received by Twitter user @mattgcn, who later made a gleeful Tumblr
post after having the gifted cd signed by Pallett (FutureSushi). In this case, the fan-object
went above and beyond the normal expectations of a fan/fan-object relationship. Pallett
made a direct and personal connection with @mattgcn, demonstrating the possibilities
available as a result of dynamic fandom.
Lady Gaga, Love and Little Monsters
Lady Gaga has also reached out to her fans in unexpected ways. On the Thursday
before her Saturday Night Live performance May 21,2011, Lady Gaga tweeted a picture
of her fans sleeping outside the NBC Studios, with the caption “Someone took this pic of
monsters outside SNL. My lil babies! This makes me cry. I’m sending treats!”
(@LadyGaga [c]). This type of emotional connection is common in Gaga’s tweets, but
this particular tweet demonstrates a considerable level of investment in her fans and their
well being, and captures her own affective response to her fans’ dedication. Gaga did, in
fact, follow up on this promise, sending her fans sandwiches, donuts, pizza, Happy Meals
and hot chocolate at various points throughout their stay outside the studio
(@MorganneAshley a; b; c).
<

Lady Gaga stands as perhaps the most interesting Twitter-enthusiast operating
today. She occupies a unique space, in that she is both the most followed person on
Twitter, and one of the most fan-focused performers active currently. This is far from
coincidental, and in fact, Gaga may serve as representative of the direction of the music
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industry. Gaga joined Twitter in early 2009. At this point, she had major label backing,
and had gained success with singles “Poker Face” and “Just Dance.” However, she had
yet to establish her staying power. Thus, much of Gaga’s rise to fame occurred
simultaneously with her work to establish a presence on Twitter. This distinguishes her
from the many other artists who have well-established careers, and become active on
Twitter afterwards. As a result, Gaga’s Twitter presence and her success are much more
heavily intertwined than those of other artists. I suggest that this relationship between
popularity and Twitter has influenced the trajectory of Gaga’s career. While it appears
that an assistant may now occasionally post promotional information on Gaga's stream,
until recently she appeared to write the vast majority (and possibly all) tweets herself. It
seems likely that at least a part of Gaga’s intense investment in her fans is rooted in this
early digital interaction with her fan base, and coming to understand the audience she was
cultivating. Gaga often responds to fan collaborations honouring her and her work, and
also consistently reminds her fans of how important they are to her happiness and her
work. After watching a birthday tribute video on YouTube (which she linked in her
tweet), Gaga wrote “I’ve never cried so hard in 24 years, from pure joy and unconditional
love. Tears still streaming” (@LadyGaga [d]). In response to a fan-made “thank you”
video, Gaga tweeted “So many tears, u make me whole little monsters. Without u, I
would have no voice. Thank you :*(48“ (@LadyGaga [e]). Gag;a also sometimes responds
directly to users who have contacted her or given her gifts. Generally, she sends words of
r-
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support or affirmation to struggling fans. Responding to one fan, she wrote “you sound
like you’re on the right track baby. But you can cry AND dance. Fever dries tears”
48 This emoticon represents a frowning, crying face.
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(@LadyGaga [f]). To another fan, she tweeted “Natalie Wilson from Blackpool, I just
read your letter. U are wonderful + strong, believe in yourself. You can overcome
anything!” (@LadyGaga [g]). A fan’s gift to Gaga recently garnered that fan not only a
response, but a picture of Gaga and the gift he had given her (@LadyGaga [h]). More
recently, she has begun to tweet pictures of crowds assembled at her events and hotels, as
.1

she expresses her appreciation for their dedication (@LadyGaga i; j ; k).
Whether it was intended at the outset or not, Lady Gaga’s relationship with her
fans, both online and offline, has become a central element of her creative project.49 She
explicitly works to provide a voice for people who feel alienated or ostracized in
“normal” society. Gaga’s work hinges on her ability to relate to her fans, and to ensure
that her fans can relate to her. Thus, we can recognize her project to be specifically built
on a platform of affective connection, investment and identification. While this
relationship could be (and has been) read in a paranoid way50, Gaga asserts more of
herself, her personality, and her time than she strictly needs to in order to maintain her
persona. Furthermore, she has come to a level of fame which she could probably maintain
simply based on momentum if she were so inclined. However, as I have demonstrated,
Gaga’s fan outreach has remained strong.
Interviews with Gaga confirm her dedication to her fans. A recent interview with
49 Gaga’s rapport with her fans was recently parodied in an SNL skit in which she was portrayed as
remembering the name o f a fan she had barely met. “He said he loved my music - you don’t forget
something like that!” (Saturday Night Live).
50 Stephen Fry discusses paranoid perspectives on Gaga in his article about the singer. Writing about her
relationship with her fans, he notes that “[a]ny popular musician...can tell you that 'it's all about the fans'
but there is something very different about Lady Gaga and her relationship with the Little Monsters.
Once again, o f course, a determined detractor could interpret [her sending her fans fresh cookies and
flowers] in one o f two ways. They could damn her for such self-conscious publicity-seeking saintliness
or, if she were to do nothing, for being an aloof ice-queen safely locked in the fastness o f a luxury
palace while her fans froze through the night below” (Fry).
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British actor and author Stephen Fry contained considerable insight into Gaga’s own
understanding of her work and self-presentation. She emphasizes the fact that she has
elected to make her entire life a performance, and that she spends “every day reminding
people that the curtain has not closed and that if they don’t want to sit in the audience,
that’s fine” (Fry). However, she clarifies that her performance should not be read as
artifice, and expresses frustration with this perspective.51 Instead, she states that “[i]f art
is a lie, then I will tell that lie every day until it’s fucking true” (Fry). She also
emphasizes intimacy here, and speaks of her connection with her fans (on this day too,
she had sent down treats for her fans, and had personally delivered them cookies and
flowers) (Fry). Gaga reserves her venom for those who doubt her sincerity, and her
devotion to her work and her fans. She tells Fry th a t:
;

You all have an opinion about pop singers or public figures that.. .we only care
about ourselves, and how could it be possible that a woman like me who loves
theatre and loves fantasy and loves magic, how could it be possible that I could
really mean what I’m saying? I would say that’s quite anti-feminism, isn’t it, to
say that a woman based on the way that she wears her hair and her shoes would
not be sincere. (Fry)

The combination of Gaga’s behaviour on Twitter and her verbal explanation of her own
work and intentions does a great deal to support dismantling a paranoid reading of her

51 Gaga's statements resonate with Sedgwick's discussion o f camp here. Sedgwick writes that “camp is
most often understood as uniquely appropriate to the projects o f parody, denaturalization,
demystification and mocking exposure o f the elements and assumptions o f a dominant culture” (149).
Gaga recognizes the tendency to read her performance in a paranoid way, and instead asserts her
integrity. Gaga often seems to be leading a reparative project - both in terms o f correcting public
perception o f herself, and in terms o f the content o f her work, which “extract[s] sustenance from the
objects o f a culture...whose avowed desire has often been not to sustain them” (Sedgwick, 150-51).
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relationship with her fans. The fact that the most-followed user on Twitter appears to be
genuine in her communication and intentions also speaks volumes of what it takes to
succeed on the site, and the necessity of “meaning it.”
Established Artists on Twitter: Boy bands Then and Now
In Celebrity and Power, P. David Marshall identifies boybands, and specifically
late 80s, early 90s heartthrobs New Kids on the Block, as the worst of the worst in
customizable, manipulative, affect-based marketing. He alleges that such relationships
lack sincerity, and are generally controlled by the whims of the music industry,
effectively wresting agency from the band’s young, female fans. The paranoid elements
of this perspective have already been discussed. However, it is interesting to look at such
bands 20 years after their initial successes for a sense of what has changed, and what has
not in the intervening years. Both New Kids, and their mid-late 90s successors the
Backstreet Boys remain active. Even more interestingly, despite the fact that both bands
rose to prominence before the music industry’s collapse, and have long been thought to
be representative of the more superficial, packaged, “inauthentic” parts of the music
landscape, both bands now have incredibly strong presences on Twitter. Every member of
each band has an individual Twitter account. If appearances can be believed, all members
of New Kids and BSB (or, NKOTBSB, the super group moniker under which they are
currently touring) manage and update their own Twitter accounts individually.

One

might find this surprising, given the strong sales both bands continue to experience,
particularly on this summer’s NKOTBSB tour. It seems unlikely that the bands are
experiencing financial distress - each group experienced tremendous success in its52
52 Based on syntax, spelling and grammar, writing in the first person, and nature o f content shared.
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respective heyday, and has maintained a healthy audience in the intervening years.
/
Indeed, if anything, the bands are experiencing greater success today, with the
NKOTBSB tour, than they have in years. Members of the two bands are sufficiently
famous that they could likely live out the rest of their lives without concern for emerging
technologies - let alone self-operated technologies. Despite all of this, New Kids and
BSB have fostered close relationships with their fans online, and go to considerable
trouble to “give back.”
New Kid Donnie Wahlberg is a prime example of this effort, and is a proud
Twitter user. Wahlberg has stated th a t:
A lot of people don't understand New Kids fans, they think they're just
crazy women who scream and have no sense. But they have such a
tremendous sense of humour...People are afraid of Twitter, I think that they
have issues, you know. To me, it's an awesome way to stay engaged, it's an
awesome way to connect to the public, to our audience, to get information
out there. It's what you do with it, I think, that really makes it count, and
who you do it with. (WatchMojo)
Wahlberg is perhaps the most active Twitter user of the 9 members of NKOTBSB. He has
been known to send “twugs” (Twitter hugs) and “humps” (on Wednesdays) to his fans,
and also tweets “@” fans several times a day —sometimes with messages or birthday
greetings, sometimes just with smiley emoticons or a simple “love!” In addition to his
work with New Kids, Wahlberg is also an established actor. The fact that he still elects to
interact with his fans to the extent that he does suggests a level of affective investment for
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which scholars like Marshall, Marwick and boyd are unable to account.
The youngest and most popular member of the supergroup, Nick Carter, has also
become an avid Twitter user. Despite the fact that he remains intensely sought after by
fans, he has developed an energetic and intimate Twitter account. Carter routinely tweets
pictures of his fans, and pictures of himself and his fans, usually accompanied by
appreciative messages (@NickCarter [a]). Carter has also recently begun following fans
at random - some of them as part of a scavenger hunt-style competition, and others
because he feels like it. He tweets “I will be randomly following good fans. Thank you
for your love and support” (@NickCarter [b]).

Carter also shares an almost uncalled-for

level of intimacy with his fans, tweeting pictures of himself doing everything from
getting his teeth whitened (@NickCarter [c]) to running a bubble bath (@NickCarter [d]).
Twitter provides a level of closeness, and a sense of boyband members’ unique
personalities that would have been unthinkable ten years ago. Twitter creates a texture to
the fan/performer relationship that would otherwise be impossible, and changes the
dynamic of both the relationship, and the fan’s affective investment.
Concluding Thoughts: Performers, Affect and Next Steps
These examples demonstrate the new level of intimacy that can be forged between
performer and fan. The benefits for the fan are quite clear: fans gain insight into the lives
of their favourite musicians, and are able to more directly experience a sense of a
performer’s aura. Fans may even feel as though they are able to participate in the artistic
process, as occurred with the 8in8 project discussed earlier. What is perhaps less clear in53

53 Carter's does not provide a definition o f a “good fan,” but this approach would seem to foster attention
and engagement in fans, in that they may feel compelled to pay more attention to his Twitter stream.
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all of this is the performer motivation to forge these bonds - particularly if we are to
doubt the paranoid suspicion that Twitter participation is motivated primarily by fiscal
concerns. Instead, we might note the fact that many performers on Twitter seem to
actually receive someTevel of personal gratification and pleasure from interacting with
their fans on Twitter. Donnie Wahlberg of New Kids on the Block stated his appreciation
of Twitter in a 2009 interview, stating that “I don’t want to sound corny, but there’s a
great joy in just, you know doing something so simple, in pressing that button - that
update button - and it goes out and I know that on the other end someone is going to
smile” (WatchMojo). As has been implied elsewhere, Lady Gaga also regularly describes
the pleasure she receives from interacting with her “little monsters.” On one occasion she
tweeted: “I am, perhaps a complicated person. +love seems to me, a complicated thing.
But when I look at u, littlemonsters, its so simple. Love is easy” (@LadyGaga [1]).
Ultimately, many performers are quite fond of the limelight, and seek out the
attention of others. Twitter allows them to receive instantaneous gratification, and to
forge connections more easily with those who take interest in their work. Even those
performers who feel some discomfort in the spotlight may be drawn to Twitter’s benefits.
Musicians can be shy and socially awkward, and thus may feel more comfortable
expressing themselves and interacting with fans digitally as opposed to face-to-face.
Furthermore, musicians may have difficulty establishing or maintaining relationships due
to travel —Twitter offers a simple remedy to this issue.
Some performers also benefit from the ability to express their side of a story in
their own words. Sheila Whiteley has written about the problems with fame, narrative,

/
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and popular music in her chapter “The Killing Fields of Popular Music.” Whiteley
describes the pressures that popular musicians face to reveal details about their personal
lives. She writes that “[ijmage, style and fashion invite both desire and
identification... but, above all, it is the intimacies of an individual’s personal life that
exert such a fatal fascination” (329). Using examples such as John Lennon, Karen
Carpenter and many others, Whiteley supports her argument that celebrity (and musical
celebrity specifically) can be a harmful, if not deadly mantle to bear. She writes that the
media’s production of celebrity is concerned with “the separation of, and tension
between, the ‘real’ self and its media representation” (339). Furthermore, she notes that
“while the relationship between the media and popular music is intimately intertwined,
the constant pressure to expose and exploit personal traumas demonstrates the way in
which celebrity journalism has increasingly impacted on the production of contemporary
;
news” (339). With Twitter, stars suddenly have the ability to talk back to tabloids, to
explain their own stories, and to more effectively manage their own reputations. While
celebrities must still negotiate the rumours circulated in the media, Twitter offers them a
platform with which to instantaneously respond to issues, and to develop an online
presence which specifically reflects his or her perspective and interests. Overall, there are
a number of potential benefits for musicians maintaining Twitter accounts, aside from a
potential for financial gain. The possibility of positive affective reward, greater ease of
fan interaction, and the opportunity to assert a distinct perspective all stand as potential
benefits of Twitter use for celebrities. Musicians are perhaps best suited to Twitter
because their work is (usually) more consistent with their own personalities than a
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television or film actor’s might be. Thus, musicians may be better suited to asserting their
own thoughts and personalities online than actors. Furthermore, musicians may be more
accustomed to expressing themselves creatively with words. This, in turn, may contribute
to a more interesting or unique Twitter stream, and may prove more stimulating for
readers. Twitter stands to offer significant reward for both fan and performer, and to
destabilize existing modes of interaction. In the following chapter, I theorize some
outcomes of this change, as well as its affective implications, particularly for fans.
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Chapter 4: Affective Feedback Loops and Concluding Thoughts
Having worked through these two ways of envisioning fans and their relationships
with performers, the reader may wonder how and why this information might be
fruitfully deployed to improve and contribute to existing scholarly approaches. In this
chapter, I will venture to answer these remaining queries by using my earlier discussions
to formulate a few possible uses and expansions of these concepts. First, I propose a
method of theorizing the relationship between fans and performers as an affective
feedback loop, and examine the potential for such a conceptualization in current
scholarship. I explore the implications of my observations about Twitter in terms of
earlier conceptions of fan affect. I draw some conclusions about what successful fan/fanobject relationships look like, as well as their traits and the way that Twitter has affected
this relationship. Furthermore, I expand on the changes that technologies like Twitter
demand of performers, and the way that this skill set may change what succeeds in the
marketplace. Finally, I demonstrate the value of this type of scholarly approach, and
suggest several possible extensions of this work in future scholarship.
Fans, Feedback Loops and Affect
Recognizing the necessity o f embracing a reparative position is essential to my
work, and to my reading of the meaning and function of dynamic fandom more
specifically. The potential for an affectively meaningful relationship between fan and fan
object is central to my concept of a fan feedback loop. Understanding that the interaction
between fan and fan-object is rooted in genuine investment, as opposed to imaginary or a
delusion worthy of pathologization, is vital to my project. The primary difference I

r
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envision between previous iterations of fan/fan-object interactions and dynamic fandom
pertain specifically to what I call a “fan feedback loop.” Essentially, the fan-feedback
loop encompasses a fan's positive and negative affective responses to the
actions/statements of their fan-objects, and the sense of connection (or lack thereof) that
ultimately results from these interactions. The intensification of a positive fan feedback
link can become something I term as “fannish love” - the interest in and joy received
from a fascination with a given person or object, be they a performer, actor or character. I
contend that fannish-love is not a wholly new concept. In fact, it is an affective response
that is incredibly pervasive amongst music fans. The change, I believe, comes with the
intensity and longevity of fannish love fostered by dynamic fandom.
The general premises of this concept are derived from Tomkins's discussion of
feedback loops in Affect, Imagery, Consciousness. Tomkins is quite clear in his writing
that “[fjeedback and affect are two distinct mechanisms which may operate independent
of each other in human beings. That neither consciousness nor affect is an essential
component of a feedback system is obvious” (112). However, he does allow that these
two mechanisms will come to be linked in most individuals early in life, saying that
“[t]he affect system will remain independent of the feedback system until the infant
discovers that something can be done about such vital matters [as his affective state]”
(Tomkins, 113). Tomkins further notes that “[hjuman beings are so designed that they
prefer to repeat rewarding affects and to reduce punishing affects, but they need not act
on these preferences” (122). As Tomkins points out, there will always be some variation
in the way in which affect manifests from person to person, and the way in which they
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negotiate affective feedback; However, it seems likely from Tomkins's descriptions that
there is an “average” level of individual awareness of affective feedback. Thus,
individuals will generally work to satisfy their desire for stimuli which invoke positive
affective response (such as a fan object). Tomkins writes that “[t]he reciprocal interplay
between excitement and enjoyment are of critical significance in the creation of familiar
objects, of long-term commitments, and in the creation of addictions” (368). He further
addresses the role of enjoyment and excitement as he notes that:
Human beings are in a real sense ever ready for novelty in interpersonal
relationships, and whenever a new human being is capable of exciting
another human being, then such interaction upon repetition may produce a
wish to model the self upon this new identification figure and thereby
create new sources of enjoyment. This is as true in human relationships as
it is in their derivatives, the arts. As one explores the varieties of beauty as
these are continually created by artists, one's appetite for further contact
with new music, new painting, new literature does not abate but increases.
Indeed, the periodic rise and fall of styles in art is in part a function of the
necessity for constant innovation if excitement and enjoyment are to be
renewed and sustained. Last century's ennui is next
century's excitement.
Enjoyment following in the wake of excitement, therefore,
characteristically seizes upon constantly changing identifications.
(Tomkins, 451)
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It is at this point that I would like to suggest that Tomkins's model requires modification.
Using dynamic fandom as an example with which to interrogate these assertions, it is
clear that novelty, newness and excitement are all key factors for enjoyment. In order for
dynamic fandom on Twitter to work, fans must have sustained interest, excitement and
enjoyment of their fan object's Twitter stream. Thus, while a fan's life may encompass a
series of shifts between and among fannish identification (as Matt Hills argues m Fan
Cultures [89]), the shift is by no means as “constant” as Tomkins suggests. According to
Tomkins's model, this type of sustained interest would be an anomaly. However, judging
by the frequency with which individuals return to favourite media texts for comfort,
reassurance or to fulfil a desired affective purpose (“I need a good cry”), Tomkins is
missing a very necessary element of positive affect. Indeed, just as some scholars have
found it necessary to examine the less sharply felt affects of melancholy, envy, irritation
and paranoia, I believe that further examination of a less emphatic level of enjoyment
such as contentment or comfort would be particularly fruitful.
To return from this digression, however, we can note several ways in which
Tomkins does identify applicable examples of the way that excitement/enjoyment may
function. I argue that the way that an individual might feel driven to learn more about a
newly discovered performer would remain consistent with Tomkins's ideas about a
constant interest in finding new avenues of excitement. Fannish excitement might also be
inspired by a new release by an already-loved performer (such as a new single or album)
or by a re-discovery of a once-loved object.
So how do these affective responses function in dynamic fandom? How is this fan
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feedback loop enacted? There are many ways to answer this question, but to begin we
must turn to the affective response of excitement. Levels of excitement sometimes peak
with the thrill of a fan-object's retweet or response to a fan's message or query. Several
fans construct their Twitter personae around their attempts to gain the digital signatures of
their favourite performers. One such example is user @NsyncGirl, who proudly boasts in
her bio: “Verified NSYNC fan. 3/5 NSYNCers replied to me Carson D, Derek Hough,
Keke P & Corbin Bleu replied to me. LilTwist & Thomas fiss followed me.” [sic] Other
fans exhibit their greatest excitement when a new album or song by their fan-object is
released. Lady Gaga and Justin Bieber both have formidable fan bases that mobilize to
provide the greatest publicity possible on Twitter: trending. Trending topics appear on a
user's Twitter stream page, and can be divided by country, region, or display results
representative of the whole network. Trending is a feature meant to reflect what is
popular and newsworthy on the site, but it is often manipulated by fans to display phrases
and keywords which denote their fandom, and are intended to encourage other Twitter
users to take an interest in their fan-object. Trending occurs when many posts are either
tagged (via hashtag: #) with a certain keyword, or simply contain that keyword. Fans
often rally around one phrase generated either by their fan-object or by a fellow fan, and
tweet posts related to the tag or keyword. Effective trending functions in much the same
way as a chant at a rally - it begins to circulate slowly, but soon picks up traction and
becomes louder and louder as more people join in. There is a certain amount of
community spirit implicit in effecting a Twitter trend, and also the excitement of working
for a common, achievable goal. Causing a tag to trend often inspires pride in a
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community, and will often gamer the attention of the fan object it honours. Prior to the
release of her single “Bom This Way,” Gaga fans trended “#thankgod4gaga.” Gaga
responded, writing “#thankgod4gaga is trending!? More like #thankgod4monsters!
Maybe I should leak the lyrics to Bom This Way today, whadya say #leakitgaga?”
(@LadyGaga [m]). In this scenario, fans were not only noticed for their efforts, but also
offered a potential reward by their fan-object, building excitement further.
Despite the affective excitement implicit in these examples, the enjoyment of
comfort inevitably lurks in the background. As I mentioned, while comfort is not
necessarily a prominent part of Tomkins's understanding of positive affect, I feel it is an
important part of fan feedback. It is difficult to exemplify “comfort” on Twitter, because
it is a less sharply felt affective response than interest-excitement, and is thus less likely
to be expressed (or, for some people, even recognized). However, I would argue that the
act of continuing to follow a fan object, and to enjoy what one reads is a tacit admission
of a certain level of comfort. If a comfortable feeling were not invoked, most individuals
with well-tuned feedback/affect loops would discontinue the unpleasant activity (and as I
discuss shortly, they do). The feeling of comfort/mild positive affect is what strengthens
the affective connection implicit in the fan feedback loop. With each confirmation of a
fan object's wit, talent or quality of character, the fan's affinity grows. This is one reason
that the content of the fan object's tweets must be of a certain calibre, and not simply a
reiteration of album release dates and television appearances. In order for this connection
to grow, the fan object must be generating new content which demonstrates his or her
character and strengthens fan affinity to him or herself. It is the accumulation of positive
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affect which can make the breaking of this bond almost devastating, an occurrence to
which I will now turn.
At this point I must digress slightly from Tomkins again - this time not for the
purposes of disagreement, but for elaborating upon his framework. Having established
the general framework of the positive feedback/positive affect loop, we can recognize a
general pattern: interest inspires excitement/enjoyment, and encourages continued
fascination with and discovery of the performer's work. However, most people do not
remain bound up in a continuously propelled feedback loop with one performer forever.
Thus, we must consider the ways in which the feedback loop could be broken, or at the
very least loosened. As we have learned, Tomkins believes that a change to the feedback
loop is effected by tiring of the text that originally inspired excitement. Elsewhere in
Affect, Imagery, Consciousness, he writes th a t:
The answer therefore to the question of how many times may the same
symphony be heard with enjoyment depends in part on how many times it
may be heard with sufficiently sudden, brief quanta of excitement which
are suddenly reduced.
This is quite a different kind of appreciation from that which may
reward the listener who continues to listen to the same symphony in such a
way that it is never heard as the same symphony twice. (Tomkins, 469)
I contend that this is one of two potential ways for an object to lose its appeal. It is
possible to lose interest in an object because of oversaturation, or because the old object
is forgotten in lieu of a new, more exciting one. That having been said, using Twitter
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generally keeps fans from forgetting about their fan objects, as they will get frequent
updates from performers via Twitter. As a result, it is harder to forget about or miss the
release of new material. The exceptions to this tendency would be when a fan stops using
Twitter, and thus stops receiving updates, or when a fan-object neglects to update their
Twitter for an extended period of time.
The second possible reason that an object-specific positive feedback loop might
be compromised is a sudden presence of negative affect where positive affect was once
found. As I have noted previously, dynamic fandom allows fans a previously impossible
level of access into the lives of their fan objects. Unfortunately, along with this increased
access comes the possibility of learning too much. The more one learns about the object
of one's enjoyment/excitement, the greater the risk of learning something negative about
that person, such that the person is no longer a source of enjoyment or excitement. Such
negative feedback - which would fall into Tomkins's category of “contempt-disgust” could come from learning that the performer's ideological views were contradictory to
one's own, or that one's favourite song had been plagiarized, or was meant to convey a
different message than that which one expected. This second type of break in the
feedback loop is much more permanent than the former, in that a performer's entire
oeuvre can become less attractive to a fan as a result of such a discovery. Furthermore,
the fan is less likely to rediscover the work of that performer later, given the negative
affect associated with that person, group or object. Unfollows on Twitter can occur for a
number of reasons, and at varying levels of severity. Some fans will find that their fanobjects' posts simply do not fit well with their use of Twitter. For example, a performer
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who posts dozens of updates per day may undesirably clutter a fan's Twitter feed, to the
point that the reward of following that individual may not outweigh the annoyance. For
example, over 190 00054 users follow singer M.I.A. However, many more fans may be
deterred from following her because of the frequent (several per day) and often opaque
posts she makes about international politics. M.I.A.'s posts about politics outweigh her
posts about her life or her music by at least 10:1, if not more. Many fans may be put off
by the aggressively political tone of M.I.A.'s Twitter feed, not necessarily to the point of
ceasing to enjoy her music, but certainly to the point that they may no longer have an
interest in following her on the site.
Fans may also experience negative affective feedback if their fan-objects do not
live up to fan expectations of them as people. A relatively mild example of this
phenomenon would be when a performer turns out to be considerably less intelligent or
thoughtful than they seem in their professional lives. This is a particular issue with actors
and actresses who play intelligent characters on-screen, but are not quite so introspective
or witty in their own lives. This happens less frequently with musical performers, as they
are more likely to be performing as “themselves” both on and offstage, as opposed to
channelling a specific character in one and not the other. Musicians are expected to
maintain a level of consistency between their tweets and their performance personae.
Extreme dissonance between a fan's perception of his or her fan-object and that
performer's Twitter voice is more likely to come as a result of non-musical revelations, as
in the example of M.I. A. above. A difference between the fan's expectation of a performer
and the way that he or she behaves on Twitter may be especially jarring if it affects the
54
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way in which the fan understands or interprets certain songs that they used to enjoy.
Before Twitter, fans' identification with their fan objects was, at least to an extent, a result
of the fan's own identity. Previously, fans could fill in or gloss over discontinuities in
their knowledge of their fan-objects in a way that was pleasing to them, essentially
producing a reflection of their own values or desires. With Twitter, fans are suddenly
confronted with more detail about their fan objects than ever before, and less opportunity
to insert or confirm their own identities. As a result, in addition to the possibility of great
connection on Twitter, fans also risk the possibility of great disappointment.
Many fans experienced negative feedback when country singer and The Voice
judge Blake Shelton tweeted: “Re-writing my fav Shania Twain song.. Any man that tries
Touching my behind He's gonna be a beaten, bleedin', heaving kind of guy...”
(@BlakeShelton [a]). Twitter users objected strongly to Shelton's homophobia, and
immediately struck back against both him and The Voice. One fan even began a boycott,
writing, “I love @nbcthevoice but I will not watch it until @blakeshelton apologizes for
his homophobic remarks. Please RT” (@HartzProd). Another fan struggled with his
remarks, tweeting: “Please make it right! I want 2 like u again” (@Becchez).
Unfortunately, Shelton was slow to offer the apology requested by fans and GLAAD
alike.55 Instead, Shelton offered a series of excuses, first tweeting “Ba! Ha! Reading all
my anti-gay hate tweets.... Ha! Ha! If people only knew even a little about me, my family
and friends. Dumb asses...” (@BlakeShelton [b]), then that the tweet was “meant to be
from a girls point of view” [sic] (@BlakeShelton [c]), and finally that he wanted to

55 This user, becchez, has taken to impugning Shelton's character on a near weekly basis since the
incident.

.J
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“seriously apologize for the misunderstanding with the whole re-write on the Shania song
last night” (@BlakeShelton [d])...”It honestly wasn't even meant that way...I now know
that their are people out there waiting to jump at everything I say on here or anywhere” '
[sic] (@BlakeShelton [e]). Shelton sidestepped responsibility, and instead attempted to
turn the blame on his accusers. Finally, at GLAAD's continued prompting, he tweeted
“hey I want my fans and @nbcthevoice fans to know that anti-gay and lesbian violence is
unacceptable!!!!!” (Kane). GLAAD accepted this as a valid acknowledgement of wrong
doing, but was sure to remind readers of the problems with Shelton's previous
“apologies.” Ultimately, the situation was resolved, but Shelton's image was tarnished in
the process, both by his initial tweet, and his repeated, flawed apologies. As Shelton
learned, the rapid-fire pace of Twitter means that there is little room for error. Any
missteps by performers must be corrected immediately, before the issue starts trending, or
news sites and stations start to pick up the story. Significantly, such attempts to save face
do not stand to help performers to make money, only to keep from losing fans and
reputation.
One could argue that in fact, the feedback loop I describe could be applied to
music fandom more generally, and is not specific to the mechanisms of dynamic fandom.
I would not disagree with this perspective (in fact, I have found this to be a useful
framework with which to explore other avenues of music fandom), but I contend that the
feedback loop manifests differently on Twitter. Targue that the feedback loop's function is
one of the primary differences between dynamic fandom and other enactments of
fandom. On Twitter, fans are provided with more up-to-the-minute, detailed information
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about their fan objects, which in turn generates a more substantial positive affective
response. The longer the fan engages in this reinforced positive feedback loop, the
stronger their perceived connection with their fan object becomes, and the more invested
in that performer they feel. Accordingly, the loss is all the more devastating when, after a
long period of positive affective investment, a fan object disappoints the fan's
expectations. Thus, the stakes are effectively raised on Twitter, and in dynamic fandom.
Performers stand to foster intense, lasting relationships with their fans on the site.
However, the intensity of these relationships can result in a much greater sense of
betrayal when a fan object slips up, and thus a more significant loss for both fan and fan
object.
While the feedback loop model can be applied to other fan/celebrity relationships
(e.g. television or film stars), it functions in a very unique and specific way in music
fandom. For actors, the divide between performance persona and “real” identity
discussed in the last chapter is generally greater. While fans do certainly form deep and
meaningful affective investments with actors, both fan and actor recognize the
performance inherent in an actor's work. As a result, an actor on Twitter does not
(usually) have a well-established public identity in the same way that a musician does,
apart from the identity established in his or her acting work. An actor's work and her
personality are more easily divided and categorized than a musician's. :
As I argued previously, Twitter can inspire a more thorough meshing of “real”
person and performance persona than ever before, and often does for musicians. Listeners
often understand a performer's lyrics and music to be an extension of that performer.
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Thus, while identifying as a fan of a given performer, one is both a fan of artistry and
skill (as with acting) but also of that performer's se lf and experiences as an individual.
Thus, when fans interact with favourite musicians, they perceive themselves to be
relating to the same entity that produced that artist's oeuvre. Conversely, fans relating to
actors on Twitter are generally only relating to one facet of that actor, not a layering of all
the characters they have ever played. Thus, the possibility for intense affective
connection on Twitter is often greater for fans and musicians, because there is this sense
of connecting to a single monolithic entity, as opposed to the single facet displayed by
actors. As a result, musicians stand to both gain and lose tremendously from their
participation on Twitter. On the one hand, they stand to foster unique relationships with
their fans, and to express their personal and artistic viewpoint. As Nancy Baym has
stated, “many musicians are forming new personal relationships with fans, both as groups
that offer a sense o f community and as individuals as the back and forths that social
media enable turn from surface topics to increasing depth and sense of knowing one
another” (9).
O f course, with this potential fan benefit comes the potential for failure. While
fans o f actors may be able to separate that individual's faux pas from his or her
professional work, it is more difficult to do with musicians. Because the musician's
various levels of performance are often recognized to be intrinsically linked, particularly
on Twitter, negative feedback on a personal level can affect the way in which fans relate
to the performer's song personality. Thus, while Twitter is undeniably a very powerful
tool for all types o f performers, the musician occupies a particularly unique position on
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the site.
While the fan feedback loop serves as an interesting concept, some may wonder
how it can be meaningfully applied more broadly. There are several important
consequences of the shift I describe. The first clear change is that fans are relating to
performers in a new way - specifically in a more social (as opposed to parasocial) way.
Fans experience their fandom in an even more integrated way, alongside their
relationships with friends and family. Fans are easier to mobilize and quicker to help on
Twitter, due to a combination of ease, speed of communication and enhanced investment.
As I have already mentioned, Twitter has the potential to intensify a fan's perceived bond
with his or her fan object, and to change the way the fan relates to that performer's tweets,
but also to their creative output.
In turn, intensified fan engagement may change the way that performers perceive
and relate to their fans. Experiencing the outpouring of positive fan affect online may
inspire the artist to put more effort into fan service (as with New Kid Donnie Wahlberg)
or fan feedback (as with Rihanna's collaboration with Britney Spears). As opposed to a
screaming mass, Twitter presents a performer with a collection of individual fans with
their own lives, interests and thoughts. This realization may change the way that
performers conceptualize their fan bases, and furthermore, may influence the performer's
affective response to their fan base. As Owen Pallett once tweeted, “I'm so glad you're all
here; Seriously. Since when has the internet been so warm and fuzzy?” (@OwenPallett
[e]).
Twitter may also provide performers with an affective benefit, in that it may allow

/

;
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them to seize a sense of independent self expression not previously possible. Label
politics serve as a particularly poignant example of something which may now be
discussed, but often could not be prior to Twitter. Amanda Palmer's split from her record
label illustrates this phenomenon well. Palmer was vocal on both Twitter and her personal
blog about the fact that she was finally free from her label: “FREEEE AT LAAAST!!!
after 2 long years of legal battle, i've been released from the label” [sic]
(@AmandaPalmer). Other musicians (such as Wilco and Prince) have also waged public
battles with their record labels. Palmer's situation was different, in that she had been able
to mobilize her fans online to encourage her release from the label. Palmer was also able
to give regular updates on her situation, and to publicize her release. Previously, artists
might have relied on public appearances or specific strategies to inform fans of their label
conflicts. Palmer had considerably more flexibility, and did not have to rely on a press
release to announce her news. O f course, this approach is not always possible, and may
be contractually forbidden (Belloni). However, it can benefit performers whose work is
caught in label limbo,5657and can enable performers to request their fans' help in
encouraging the release of a given album or single.
Aside from assistance with creative projects and promotional support, performers
may find that they are able to benefit from the simple act of speaking (or typing), and
perceiving themselves as being heard. This possibility aligns with Sean Redmond's
concept of “fame damage” and Sheila Whiteley's “killing fields of popular music.” For

56 1990s artists Fiona Apple and Poe are excellent examples o f artists who could have benefited from such
a strategy at one time or another.
57 Nick Carter's fan support on Twitter has recently helped him to get his solo album on iTunes, as
opposed to selling solely through an independent mail order operation (@NickCarter [e]).
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Redmond, “fame damage” - the price paid by celebrities for their fame, and the injury
inflicted by stardom - can unite fan and (suffering) star in a unique way. Redmond writes
that “[tjhrough...mirrors of likeness, the lonely star and the anomic fan 'speak' to each
other about the harsh realities of modem living and about their own sense of
worthlessness” (41). Via Twitter, these two groups can speak. However, it is somewhat
more likely that the fame damaged star may relish in having an outlet with which to
communicate their experiences, and potentially breathe new life into their careers. Even if

it does not serve this function, Twitter does allow individuals to relate more closely to
one another and to identify more intensely through affective investment. Positive
feedback need not relate only to positive statements - a performer posting something
pessimistic or cynical may still inspire a positive affective response in the fan, if he or she
appreciates the sentiment, or also believes it to be true.
Twitter also provides performers with alternatives to the grim fates described in
Whiteley's article. Whiteley describes a number of instances in which performers have
found themselves publicly embarrassed, and at least temporarily professionally paralyzed
by their own mistakes (e.g. Whitney Houston, Kylie Minogue). More than just allowing
performers to speak for themselves, Twitter encourages it. Indeed, speaking for
themselves on Twitter enables stars to steer the story and enables them to make their own
statements to pre-empt media fabrications. Kanye West continually gets himself in and
out of trouble, as with his tweet last winter, in which he wrote: “Yo Britney, I'm really
happy for you and I'mma let you be #1, but me and Jay-Z single is one of the best songs
of all time! LOL” [sic] (@KanyeWest [a]). He later deleted the tweet, and issued an
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apology, stating “When I said the comment about Brittney I was giving her props for
being #1 not dissing her at all!” [sic] (@KanyeWest [b])' Owen Pallett also engaged in
some spin control after walking offstage mid-song at Montreal's Osheaga Festival. Pallett
struggled with his monitors throughout the performance, and apologized via Twitter
^ immediately after the shortened set, writing: “Apologies for cutting the last song. Playing
without monitors is like building a house of cards in an earthquake” (@OwenPallett [f]).
After a public faux pas or indiscretion, performers may find media outlets
unwilling to promote their work, or unable to focus on anything other than scandal or
controversy. Twitter allows performers to continue to guide their own conversation, and
ensures that fans continue to hear their side of the story, and to be apprised of new work.
Thus, we can recognize Twitter as a technology which can be empowering or even
freeing for the performers using it.
This new-found affective link to their audience, combined with the perceived
value of genuine communication on Twitter, may inspire performers to mesh their “real”
self with their performance persona more completely. Dual motivators influence the way
that performers participate on Twitter, and in a way transform the very landscape of
fan/performer relationships. On Twitter, a sense of genuine investment has become an
even more central element of a performer's value. This sense of investment is
increasingly an element of achieving success, at least digitally. Not only are performers'
affective investments more valuable on Twitter, so are fans'. Fans' collective emotional
intelligence gains greater influence as to what becomes popular. The stronger the
fan/performer relationship, the more likely that performer is to succeed. Happy fans
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recruit other fans, but they must first feel as though their affections are justified.
My assertions about the nature of the “reality” of the fan/performer relationship
may be offputting to readers. In constructing (and worse, believing) this narrative, I am
appealing to a sense of authenticity that has intrigued popular music scholars58 (and other
academics working with popular texts) since the discipline was founded. However, I
strongly believe that this is a valuable perspective to examine, if not to embrace
wholeheartedly. The music industry has changed considerably over the last decade, and
Twitter is an important part of its new appearance. The performer interacting directly
with his or her audience is a relatively new phenomenon, and a decidedly important one
in determining the way that music is now circulated. We can examine a change o f this
magnitude with existing scholarly lenses. However, I argue that such a change warrants
examining wholly new perspectives, even if they are ultimately disproven. In my view,
performers are increasingly compelled to share a different type of bond with their fans,
and a different, more intimate side of themselves. It seems to me that this shift is likely to
foster a different affective makeup of the fan/performer relationship, and will encourage
performers to express a more less consciously performed side of themselves in fan
interactions.
It may be that existing strong theory can usefully encompass this shift, and can
meaningfully account for what feels like a considerable change. Alternatively, it is
possible that existing corporate structures will subsume Twitter relationships, effectively
ending the phenomenon I describe here. While these outcomes are quite possible, I
remain convinced that weak theory has something valuable to offer us here. If we do not
58

Frith; Keightley; Barker & Taylor among others.
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examine other lenses with which to understand our surroundings, we will never recognize
change. The beauty of strong theory is that it can be all-encompassing. However, this sort
of determination occludes the more subtle shifts that may be happening before our eyes.
Without the nuance of weak theory, we stand to experience a delay in understanding
important change, or even to miss it altogether.
Final Thoughts
In closing, I would like to offer a few thoughts on the way that the current
landscape affects both fans and performers, the ways that dynamic fandom may change in
the future, and some ideas for expanding on the ideas I have offered here. We cannot yet
say with certainty what will become of the fan/performer relationship I describe here. It
seems possible, particularly with shows like The Voice, that Twitter is shifting in such a
way as to indicate that it may be subsumed by other modes of cultural production, and
may become somewhat more guided and organized than it is at present. While Twitter
does not yet have a well-developed revenue strategy, other organizations (like NBC) are
quickly developing ways to capitalize on it. However, it seems unlikely that these larger
companies will be successful in changing the way that all performers use Twitter. Many
performers seem to enjoy the relationship that Twitter has allowed them to foster with
their fans; it seems unlikely that artists like Amanda Palmer or Owen Pallett could be
easily persuaded to change the way that they use the service. Thus, while additional
changes may be forthcoming, they are unlikely to completely invalidate the phenomenon
I describe here.
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Further Work
What I hope to have accomplished with this project is to provide a different
perspective from which to examine what I see as an exciting new shift in social
networking. The ideas that I discuss here are merely a starting point for additional work.
Additional studies, particularly longitudinal studies of both fan and performer perceptions
of Twitter, and their relationship on Twitter are sorely needed. Forthcoming work from
Nancy Baym will address the performer studies element, and will provide much-needed
insight into what motivates performers to adopt, and continue to use, the technology.
There is also considerable academic space to investigate the transmission of affect on
Twitter, particularly as it relates to raising awareness of social issues, causes, tragedies
and fundraising opportunities. This field is still incredibly young, but it is my hope that
further thoughtful consideration will draw out the valuable nuances of Twitter, and of the
incredible potential it offers.
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